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ABSTRACT
Radio interferometry offers a novel approach to satellite orbit determination. The! high
level of precision from the group or phase delay observables that translate into a
differential range measurement between tracking stations makes interferometry an
attractive technique for satellite tracking. This study summarizes the geometry of the
group and phase delay observables and presents a Monte Carlo simulation tool fot
assessing the accuracy of various orbit determination scenarios. The Interferometkic
Satellite Orbit Determination Accuracy Estimator (ISODAE) models the process of batch
satellite state vector estimation from a potentially overdetermining set of measurebments
taken over time with error injected due to inherent observable imprecision. State ivector
accuracies for various orbits and station location geometries are presented.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 SATELLITE ORBIT DETERMINATION BY RADIO
INTERFEROMETRY
Radio interferometry is a novel approach to satellite orbit determination, but it is an
approach well worth consideration for several reasons. First, the inherent level of
precision of the differential range measurement that results from interferometry is greater
than that available from conventional range measurements by radar. Second, radio
interferometry may be carried out on any signal emanating from the satellite; neither a
special transponder nor time on a communications link are required. Radio
interferometry does not require a coherent signal to be carried out; radio astronomers
make measurements on quasars, whose radio signal structure is essentially random noise.
Third, extremely short baselines between ground stations are feasible, thus ameliorating
geographical and political constraints on measuring station siting.
To date, experiments have been carried out in academia and through NASA research
and development funding to demonstrate the feasibility of radio interferometry for
satellite orbit determination, but it is far from the point of being a widely used method for
operational satellite tracking. In this study, we hope to demonstrate the utility of
interferometry for orbit determination by showing how the high precision of the
differential range measurement that it produces translates into high satellite ephemeris
prediction accuracy.
It was not until the late 1960's that radio interferometry was first applied to the
problem of satellite orbit determination. In an experiment devised by Irwin Shapiro, Alan
Whitney, and others, very long baseline interferometric (VLBI) measurements were made
on the TACSAT I communications satellite in geosynchronous orbit (GEO), and the
semi-major axis of the orbit was measured with accuracy on the order of several hundred
meters [1]. Subsequent experiments were performed in the 1980's by Jim Ray, Curt
Knight, and others to determine the position of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
(TDRS) [2]. The achieved accuracy, estimated to be on the order of 75 meters [21, was
encouraging. As discussed in Section 3.1, the theoretically achievable level of precision
with the differential range measurement resulting from an interferometric group delay or
phase delay observable is extremely high. In short, radio interferometry provides an
attractive alternative to traditional means of satellite orbit determination.
Current orbit determination programs, such as the Goddard Trajectory Determination
System (GTDS) [3] and GEODYN [4] do not allow the differential range measurement
type. The derivation of the differential range measurement from the group delay
observable, as shown in Section 2.3, was developed independently for this study.
However, the batch orbit determination algorithm presented in Section 2.1 is essentially
that used in GTDS and GEODYN.
For this study, a Monte Carlo simulation tool was built around an orbit determination
algorithm in order to be able to inject error in the differential range measurements
provided by radio interferometry. The user can specify a satellite orbit, any set of ground
stations between which differential range measurements (or other types of measurements)
are to be made, and the statistical properties of the error in those measurements. Upon
each iteration of the Monte Carlo simulation, the orbit of the satellite is determined based
on measurements with errors, and the errors in the resulting satellite ephemerides are
recorded. Thus, the user may study the statistical properties of the error in the batch orbit
determination process resulting from the use of differential range measurements.
1.2 MONTE CARLO SIMULATION FOR ACCURACY ASSESSMENT
This document presents the theory behind a tool developed for the assessment of the
error in satellite orbit determination process with the differential range observable. The
Monte Carlo simulation that was developed is referred to as the Interferometric Satellite
Orbit Determination Accuracy Estimator (ISODAE). ISODAE allows the user to specify
the satellite orbit (state vector at epoch), ground station locations, times of observation,
and statistical properties of observable errors. Upon each iteration of the simulation, the
orbit determination process is carried out with random error of the user-specified
characteristics injected into the observations. The error in the satellite state vector at the
specified epoch is calculated as the difference between the true satellite state vector
specified by the user as part of the ISODAE input and the state vector at epoch calculated
in the orbit determination process with error in the measurements. After the simulation, it
is then possible to study the statistical properties of the error in the estimated state
vectors.
For flexibility and ease of development, ISODAE was implemented in Mathematica
on the Macintosh [5]. This document assumes the user is familiar with Mathematica and
with the fundamental principles of astrodynamics. Sufficient comments are furnished
within ISODAE so that the user should be able to guide himself through the process of
setting up a sample orbit determination scenario and executing the Monte Carlo
simulation.
The orbit determination process that ISODAE uses is similar to that employed by
such state-of-the-art orbit determination programs as GEODYN and GTDS. Specifically,
ISODAE employs the batch weighted least squares estimation process, described in
Section 2.1, in which all measurements are used simultaneously to determine the satellite
orbit. (With Kalman filtering, another frequently used orbit determination process,
measurements taken at later times are used sequentially to update the estimated satellite
orbit) The current implementation of ISODAE uses only two-body trajectory
propagation and state transition matrix for reasons of computational expedience.
However, the purpose of ISODAE is to study the statistical properties of errors resulting
from differential range measurements, and consequently, the orbit determination problem
need not be solved precisely. The user is not interested in the actual veracity of the
values for satellite ephemerides genereated by ISODAE; instead, he is interested in the
effects of errors in differential range upon those ephemerides. In this document, all the
mathematical specifications for more accurate trajectory propagation are provided, but
they are not currently implemented in the Mathematica model.
1.3 OVERVIEW OF DOCUMENT
This document serves as the mathematical specification for ISODAE. Since the
Mathematica procedures are themselves amply commented, this document is not
expected to serve as a detailed user's guide. Section 2 summarizes the orbit
determination process, including the least-squares batch estimator, time and coordinate
systems, models of trajectory propagation, and methods of numerical integration. In
Section 2, the geometry of the group delay and phase delay observables from radio
interferometry are presented. Section 3 summarizes error modeling and the Monte Carlo
simulation process. Section 4 presents results of some sample applications of ISODAE to
various satellite orbits and provides conclusions about optimal sensor site location
geometries. While the purpose of ISODAE is to study the properties of the differential
range measurement type used in satellite orbit determination, differential range may be
combined with other measurement types in an actual satellite tracking scenario.
Appendix A presents the measurement and geometrical partial derivatives for other
common measurement types. Finally, Appendix B reproduces the Mathematica
procedures in which ISODAE is implemented.
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SECTION 2
THE ORBIT DETERMINATION PROCESS
The process of satellite orbit determination involves measuring some physical
property of electromagnetic wave propagation between a satellite and a set of observing
stations. The measured property, called an observable, is then translated into a
geometrical measurement, such as range, range rate, or differential range. This study
concentrates on differential range measurements derived from group delay or phase delay
observables from an interferometer, as described in detail in Section 2.2. It is assumed
that the process of generating a differential range measurement, which includes signal
cross-correlation, resolution of cycle ambiguities, and estimation of signal propagation
rates, has already been accomplished, and thus the differential range measurement is itself
available. ISODAE also includes the capability for the user to specify measurement types
other than differential range, but the focus of this study is restricted to differential range.
2.1 LEAST-SQUARES BATCH ESTIMATOR
In one commonly-used approach for artificial satellite trajectory analysis, orbit
determination is carried out by fitting the best (in a least-squares sense) orbit to a set of
weighted measurements in batch. In the formulation of this approach, it is desired to
estimate a satellite state vector x at some reference time to. The state vector is taken to
contain m components xi, i = 1, ..., m, which are some subset of the satellite's position and
velocity vector components measured in an earth-centered inertial (ECI) coordinate
frame, plus any additional parameters, such as clock offsets or atmospheric
characteristics, not concerned with satellite dynamics. It is assumed that p measurements,
yi, i = 1, ..., p, of the differential range type (or potentially any other type) are given in the
measurement vector y. For each measurement y,, there is an associated time tag ti. In
summary, the state vector to be estimated at reference time to and the measurement
vector, respectively, are written as follows:
x2 Y2
X-- y= p
The functional relationships between the state vector x and expected measurements yi
are known and are denoted fi(x) = yi. The exact form off for a differential range
measurement will be presented in Section 2.3.1, and the forms for other measurement
types will be presented in Appendix A. The measurement equations may thus be written
y = f(x), where
fi(x)
LfP(x)Jf(x) .i)
The p measurements must be sufficient at least to determine the m state vector
elements. However, it is generally advantageous for the measurements to overdetermine
x so that the effects of measurement errors may be reduced. In either case, the least-
squares batch estimator finds the state vector x that minimizes the squared errors between
the measurements y and the expected expected measurements f(x).
2.1.1 The Batch Estimator for the Static Problem
First consider the problem where the p measurements are all made at the same time.
If it is desired to weight the ith measurement by the weighting factor wi, then the diagonal
weighting matrix W on the measurements will have [W]ii, = wi.We construct the
following quadratic form scalar loss function between a state vector x and the
measurement vector y.
Q(x) = [y - f(x)]T W[y - f(x)] (1)
Minimizing the scalar loss function (1) with respect to x results in the Gaussian least
squares regression equation.
"= 
-2[y 
- f(x)]TW 2  0
ax ax
- [y - f(x)]TWF(x) =0 (2)
In equation (2), F(x) is the pxm Jacobian matrix:
%i, %,2
|
The exact functional forms for the geometrical partial derivatives in the Jacobian (3) are
given in Section 2.3.2 and Appendix A, respectively, for differential range and for other
measurement types.
Equation (2) is the matrix representation of a system of m non-linear equations in the
m unknowns of x. Analytical solution of equation (2) is impossible for the case of
differential range measurements, and so solution will be carried out numerically by
Newton-Raphson iteration. To implement a Newton-Raphson iteration procedure, we
find a Taylor series expansion of f(x) around some a priori estimate of the state vector,
xo , with Ax = x - o:
f(x) = f(xo)+ Ax + & (4)
The second term on the right hand side of the Taylor series (4) may be rewritten as
F(xo)Ax, and for notational purposes, we shall let we let F = F(xo). Also, let
Ay = y - f(xo) be the difference between the true measurements y and what the
measurements would be if the satellite's state vector were xo . We may find an
approximation for the factor [y - f(x)] in equation (2) by substituting Taylor series (4) for
f(x) as follows:
S- f(x) = y- [f(xo)+ F(x)Ax + O(Ax)] = y - f(x) - FAx + x
Ay
= y - f(x) = Ay- FoAx (5)
Then to first order, equation (2) may be rewritten with approximation (5):
[y - f(x)] WF(x) - [Ay - FoAxT WFo = 0
= (FoAx)TWFo - AyTWF0  = FwFx = FTWAy
The mxm information matrix is So = FTWFo, and so long as So is non-singular, its mxm
inverse Po = So t may be found. Thus, the correction Ax may be found to the initial
satellite state vector estimate, xo:
Ax = PoFOTWAy
The Newton-Raphson iteration algorithm for finding the state vector x
that best fits the observations y is summarized in Table 1. This algorithm converges
fairly rapidly (usually in four steps with lAxi small enough for most applications) and is
fairly insensitive to relatively large errors in the initial estimate xo . Clearly, it is possible,
even with overdetermining observations, to choose inadvertently an initial state estimate
xo that causes the information matrix to be singular or poorly-behaved. In such a
situation, it is best to increment xo by a small amount in a randomly selected direction.
As a final note, once the Newton-Raphson iteration has converged, the matrix P is the
covariance matrix between the measurements and the state vector components. If, for
example, x = [x y z]T is a satellite's state vector in Cartesian coordinates, then the
Table 1. Algorithm for Solving the Static Orbit Determination Problem
1. Start with the a priori state vector estimate xo , and let i = 0 be the initial iteration
number. Choose a threshold & for quitting the iteration.
2. Let Ay = y - f(xi) and compute the Jacobian matrix Fi = F(xi).
3. Compute the information matrix Si = FTWFi. If the information matrix is
singular or ill-behaved, attempt the iteration again with a different a priori state
vector estimate xo. If the iteration still fails to converge, it is likely that the
measurements do not determine the full state vector, and the particular orbit
determination scenario is degenerate. Otherwise, compute Pi = Si -
3. Calculate the correction to the state vector estimate: Ax = PjFTWAy.
4. Calculate the new state vector estimate: xi+1 = x i + Ax.
5. If lAxi < 8x, then quit the iteration with the best state vector estimate x = xi + 1.
Otherwise, let i = i + 1, and repeat the iteration at step 2.
covariance matrix will be of the following form:
a2 c2]
The position dilution of precision (PDOP), or position error, may be estimated as follows:
PDOP = +4 +ar
2.1.2 The Batch Estimator for the Dynamic Problem
Now consider the problem where the p measurements, yl, Y2, ... , Yp, are made at
times ti, t2, ... , tp, possibly all different. Again, weight the ih measurement by the
weighting factor wi, so that the diagonal weighting matrix W will have [W]i,i = wi. Now
each functional relationship tf gives the expected measurement yi if the satellite state
vector were x(ti) at time ti, and so the vector f depends on the satellite state vector x at
different times:
[(ti)]f f2 X(t 2)]
Lf[[x~tp]]
It is desired to find the m components of the state vector x at reference time to that
minimize the squared error between the expected and actual measurements. Thus, the
following scalar loss function is created:
Q = [y- f r]Tw[-f] (6)
Quadratic form (6) involves measurements and calculations at different times; for
example, row i of the vector Ay = y - C for a particular x(ti), is given as follows:
[Ay[t )]], = - 440)
Each row of (y - f) in equation (6) is referenced to time ti. Therefore, the computation of
the partial derivative of equation (6) with respect to x must be carried out with respect to
time as well as geometry. We are interested in the partial derivative of the scalar loss
function with respect to the state vector at reference time to. Calculating this partial
derivative proceeds most easily with the scalar loss function written in summation
notation:
P
Q= w yi - A4x(t)]} 2
i=1
Now,
d _ -= -2w,I - ix(ti) i dx(t)
= x(to) i=1 xI1 z(t) (to)
Here, the mxm partial derivative of the state vector at time t with respect to the state
vector at time to is the state transition matrix from time to to time ti:
def dx(t0)
The computation of the elements of the state transition matrix is described in Section 2.6.
Computation of the geometrical partial derivatives is identical to the computation
required for equation (3) in the static case. The pxm matrix function F is defined row-by-
row as follows:
[F], = o(t) (7)dx(ti)
Thus, the necessary condition for minimization of the scalar loss function becomes
S = -2(y -f)TWF = 0d-X=X(to)
- (y -f)TWF = 0 (8)
Equation (8) is identical in form to equation (2) for the static problem, but in (8), the state
transition matrix to time t, has been applied to each row i of the Jacobian. Equation (8) is
a matrix representation of m non-linear equations in the m unknowns of the state vector
x(to) at epoch, and again solution of the equation will proceed by Newton-Raphson
20
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iteration. First, from the a priori estimate of the state vector at epoch, xo(to), we find the
state vector at each time ti:
Xo(t)= 4 0(t8) xo(to)
Then we find the Taylor series expansion of each function f; around the estimate of the
state vector at each time ti, x0(t), with Ax(ti) = x(ti) - xo(ti):
fi M0) = fi [xo (0i + AX(ti)+ Ax (9)
axt) ZIEx0 (ti)
Subtracting both sides of equation (9) from the measurement yi and dropping all terms of
higher degree than Ax, we obtain a row-by-row approximation for the factor (y - f) in the
necessary condition equation (8):
Y - i[x(ti)] Yi - fi[xo(t)] - ti) (10)
1X=0(ti)
We may rewrite Ax(t), the correction to the state vector at time ti appearing on the far
right of equation (10), in terms of the correction at time to by applying the state transition
matrix:
With substitution x(tof this expression) = Ax( ) in equation (10), we obtain
With substitution of this expression for Ax(t) in equation (10), we obtain
Yi -. f( = y, -. Ax o(t, )] - o ) (,o)
(11)
= [Ao]i -[F],x(t o )
In equation (11), the vector Ay o is defined row-by-row as follows:
[Ayo]I = Yi - f[o()]
When equation (11) is collected for each i = 1, ..., p, we obtain the desired approximation
for (y - f) in the necessary condition equation (8):
y - f = Ay o - FoAx(to) (12)
Here, F o is the matrix F as defined in equation (7) with the ith row evaluated at x = xo(t i ) .
Then to first order, equation (8) may be rewritten with approximation (12) as follows:
[y- f]T WF = [Ayo - FoA(to) WF0 = 0
= FoTWFoAx(to) = FoTWAyo
As in the static case, the mxm information matrix is So = FoTWFo, and so long as So is
non-singular, its mxm inverse Po = So' may be found. Thus, the correction Ax(to) may be
found:
Ax(to) = POFOTWAyo
The Newton-Raphson iteration to find the state vector x(to) at epoch t = to that best
fits the p observations in the measurement vector y is summarized in Table 2. In the
algorithm, i always refers to iteration number.
Table 2. Algorithm for Solving the Dynamic Orbit Determination Problem
1. Start with the a priori state vector estimate xo(to), and let i = 0 be the initial
iteration number. Compute the p state transition matrices o (tj) from epoch to to
each measurement time tj. Choose a threshold & for quitting the iteration.
2. Compute Ayi row-by-row from [Ayi]j = yj -f[xi(t)]. This expression gives
row j of Ayi.
(Continued)
mm
Table 2. Algorithm for Solving the Dynamic Orbit Determination Problem
(Concluded)
3. Compute the Jacobian Fi with the f row evaluated at x = xi(tj) and with the state
transition matrices already calculated above:
[FJ=j 0'axi) X=Xi(tj)
This expression gives row j of the Jacobian.
4. Compute the information matrix Si = FiTWFi. If the information matrix is
singular or ill-behaved, attempt the iteration again with a different a priori state
vector estimate xo(to). If the iteration still fails to converge, it is likely that the
measurements do not determine the full state vector, and the particular orbit
determination scenario is degenerate. Otherwise, compute Pi = Si- .
5. Calculate the correction to the state vector estimate at epoch:
Ax(to) = PiFTWAyi.
6. Calculate the new state vector estimate at epoch: xji+(to)= xj(to)+ Ax(t).
7. If lAxI < 8x, then quit the iteration with the best state vector estimate
x(to) = xi + l(to). Otherwise, let i = i + 1, and repeat the iteration at step 2.
2.2 GROUP DELAY AND PHASE DELAY MEASUREMENTS
This section provides a brief introduction to the process of radio interferometry.
Since the purpose of this study is to assess the statistical properties of the error that
results from using differential range measurements to determine satellite orbits, precise
details on the cross-correlation process for the generation of the differential range
measurement from interferometric observables will not be provided. Readers interested
in further information on the cross-correlation or other aspects of radio interferometry are
referred to reference [6].
A differential range measurement is calculated from a phase delay or group delay
observable generated by radio interferometry. Group delay is the differential time of
arrival of a signal between two ground stations and is usually generated by a VLBI
system. Each site within a VLBI system has an independent local oscillator for frequency
and time standards. To generate a group delay observable, the signal from a satellite
(which need not be a special signal for orbit determination) is time-tagged, sampled,
digitized, and transmitted to the correlator site from each other site. At the correlator site,
the recorded signals from each element of the interferometer are cross-correlated at
various time offsets. The interpolated time offset that creates the peak of the cross-
correlation function is the group delay measurement, i, where the tilda indicates that the
true group delay, ', is the measured group delay plus the clock offset between the two
measuring sites minus delays due to the various systematic error sources such as
tropospheric delays, ionospheric delay, and equipment biases, minus random noise error
in the measurement. If At is the clock offset between two sites, -r is the tropospheric
delay, ri is the ionospheric delay, and rb is the delay due to equipment biases, and e is the
random noise error in the measurement, then the true group delay, z, will be given by
r = i+ At - t - i -, b -e (13)
The tropospheric and ionospheric delays (or any other delays deriving from changes
in the signal propagation rate) are referred to as nuisance delays. Tropospheric delay is a
function of temperature and total water vapor content in the signal propagation path (i.e.,
a reading of relative humidity at the station is insufficient for predicting tropospheric
delay). Ionospheric delay is a function of the signal frequency, and in certain regions of
the spectrum (such as K-band), ionospheric delays are zero. ISODAE users may estimate
clock offsets as additional solve-for parameters in the orbit determination process, or
clock offsets may be specified to be zero. ISODAE assumes that the nuisance delays and
equipment biases can be measured or predicted, and so they are not modeled in the
simulation. Thus, for the purposes of ISODAE, equation (13) reduces to
, = f + At- e (14)
Phase delay is the phase offset of a signal between two different receiving stations
and is generally measured by a collected element interferometry (CEI) system. The
concept of phase delay is easily understood so long as the signal is in the form of
coherent sinusoid; however, phase delay can be measured even on signals with a structure
of random noise. Radio astronomers measure phase delay on quasars, for example,
whose signal structure is essentially random noise. The measured phase delay, j,
between two elements of a CEI system is related to the true group delay, r, by the
relationship
+ 2rN- 2wv; - 2xnv- 2 rvb - 2've = 2 vr- to (15)
where OW is the phase offset of the local oscillator reference signal at the antennas, N is
the unknown cycle ambiguity, v is the reference center frequency of the phase delay
measurement, and again e is the random noise error in the measurement. The true group
delay is calculated from measured phase delay by solving equation (15) for v.
=+ 2rN to
r= + W - i - b - e = f + &t# - t - 'i - b - E (16)
2wv 2rv
where the definitions
S= 2NAt = o(17)
def 27rV def 2 v
give equation (16) the same form as equation (13).
The reference frequency v is known and the cycle ambiguity N may usually be
deduced from a priori information about the satellite's position vector, but the local
oscillator phase offset Lo must be estimated as one of the parameters in the orbit
determination process. Even with temperature controlled fiberoptic cable links between
antennas and the oscillator in a CEI system, it is virtually impossible to calculate Oo by
carefully calibrating the system, and so it is necessary to estimate it as a parameter in the
orbit determination process. This is analogous to the estimation of the unknown clock
offset between stations in the case of a VLBI system measuring group delay. Thus,
equation (16) is of the same form as equation (13). If a priori satellite position
information is insufficient for the determination of the cycle ambiguity N, then redundant
measurements must be made at different reference center frequencies. For the purposes
of ISODAE, it has been assumed that sufficient a priori information is available to
determine the value of N. In the case of a CEI system, as for a VLBI system, it is
assumed in ISODAE that nuisance delays and equipment bias delays may be measured or
predicted. Thus, equation (16) reduces to the form of (14), again where measured group
delay is derived from the measured phase delay as in definition (17) and At derives from
Oo as in definition (17).
In a real scenario where an interferometry system is being used to determine the orbit
of a satellite, it is necessary to calculate tropospheric and ionospheric parameters, to
calibrate for equipment biases, and to calculate differential range as a function of group
delay. These topics are beyond the scope of this study; ISODAE assumes that the
differential range measurement has already been generated, clock offsets or local
oscillator offsets notwithstanding. ISODAE allows the user to model error in the group
delay measurements, but details in this section on group and phase delay observables are
provided to the reader for background only.
2.3 GEOMETRY OF THE DIFFERENTIAL RANGE OBSERVABLE
Consider an interferometric orbit determination scenario in which O is the origin of
an earth-centered inertial (ECI) coordinate system, r is the position vector of a satellite
with respect to O, bi and b2 are the position vectors of two ground stations from which
measurements are to be made, and d, and d2 are the position vectors of the satellite with
respect to those ground stations, as pictured in Figure 1. All the position vectors r, b l , b2,
dl, and d2 are functions of time. Given the latitude, longitude, and height above sea level
of a ground station, the position vector of that ground stations can be calculated as a
function of time, as shown in Section 2.4.1. Assign ECI coordinates to the ground station
position vectors as follows:
bix b2x
b = bly and b2  b2y
bitz b2z
Notice that the sum of a station position vector bk and the satellite position vector dk
measured from that station is simply the satellite position vector r, or bk + dk = r.
Therefore, dk = r - bk. If the propagation rate, c, of the signal through the atmosphere is
known, then the transit time, Tk, of the signal from the satellite at point P to ground
station k at point Bk will be given by
Tkt = k = (r - bk)-(r - bk)
(ISODAE takes the signal propagation rate to be the speed of light, which is
Figure 1. Illustration of the Interferometric Measurement Scenario
c = 299,792,458 m-sec-1 [7].) The true group delay, , is the differential transit time of
the signal between the two sites:
'= T2 - T1 = d2 -II) = c[(r-b 2 ).(r -b 2) - (r- b).(r -b)] (18a)
If the position vector of the satellite is expressed in ECI coordinates as r = [x y Z]T
and the magnitude of station k's position vector is written bk = Ibk , then the group delay
may be expressed as follows:
30
S= x2 +y 2 + z 2 _2(b x+b yy+b 2 )+ (18b)
-4 + + 2 - 2(bxx + byy+ +z) 
2.3.1 Differential Range Measurement Function
One subtlety of equations (18) is that the satellite position vector r, station 1 position
vector b1, and station 2 position vector b2 are all referenced to different times. If the
measured signal emanates from the satellite at time t, then it will arrive at station 1 at
time t + T, and it will arrive at station 2 at time t + T+ , where Tis the signal transit time
from the satellite to station 1, and ris the true group delay between stations 1 and 2. If
the satellite position vector r is measured at time t, then the station 1 position vector is
measured at time t + T, and the station 2 position vector is measured at time t + T+ .
Thus, we write r = r(t), bl= bl(t + T), and b2= b2(t + T+ -r). The group delay
equation (18a) is, therefore, more properly written as follows:
= [r(t)- b2 (t + T + r)] [r(t)- b(t + Tr )] (19)
-, [r(t) - b, (t + T)] -[r(t) - b, (t + T)]
In ISODAE, a user specifies a scenario that includes satellite position and velocity
vectors at epoch, t = to, ground station locations from which differential range
measurements are to be made, and times, tj, t2 , ..., tp, at which measurements are to be
taken. It is, therefore, necessary for ISODAE to calculate the true group delay
observables, after which measurement errors are added to obtain measured group delays.
If measurement number j is made at known time ti from station 1, so that t + T = ti, then
the station 1 position vector, bl(t), can be calculated from equation (25) in Section 2.4.1.
The signal transit time to station 1, T, is unknown because it depends on the satellite
position vector at the unknown time t = ti - T, but it is obeys the relationship
- -
T= [r(tj - T)-b(tj)]- [r(tj - T) - b(t) (20)
The signal transit time, T, may be calculated iteratively from equation (20), as shown in
Table 3.
Once the algorithm in Table 3 has been applied, the signal transit time, T, to station 1
and the position vector of the satellite at the time of signal emanation, r(tj - T), will have
been computed. Unfortunately, the true group delay still cannot be computed directly
from equation (19) because the right hand side is a function of r. Thus, group delay must
be calculated iteratively. The position vector for ground station 1, b (t), the position
vector of the satellite at the time of signal emanation, r(tj - T), and the signal transit time
T to station 1 have already been computed and will remain fixed throughout the iteration,
which is summarized in Table 4.
In setting up an orbit determination scenario, a user of ISODAE will specify an epoch
time to, the satellite's position vector at epoch, r(to), and the satellite's velocity vector at
epoch, v(to). The user will also specify a set of p measurement functions. For each
measurementj of the differential range type, the user will specify the time of the
Table 3. Algorithm for Finding Signal Transit Time
1. Let to be the epoch at which the satellite state vector x(to) is known. Compute the
position vector for ground station 1, bl(t), from equation (25) in Section 2.4.1.
Choose a threshold 3T for quitting the iteration.
2. Let i = 0 be the initial iteration number, and let To = 0 be the initial estimate of the
signal transit time T.
3. Compute the state transition matrix, 4o(tj - Ti ), from time to to the current
estimated time of signal emanation from the satellite, tj - Ti, as described in
Section 2.6. Compute the satellite state vector at time ti - Ti from
x(tj - T) = (O(ti - )x(to)
Let r(tj - T) be the position vector components of the state vector x(t - Ti ).
4. Calculate Ti + 1 from the following:
Ti.u= t t[r(tj - T)-b(tj)i- [r(t - T)- b,(tjl]
5. Quit the iteration if IT/+ - TiI < 3T. Otherwise, let i = i + 1, and repeat at step 3.
Table 4. Algorithm for Finding True Group Delay
1. Let i = 0 be the initial iteration number, and let zo = 0 be the initial estimate of
the true group delay. Choose a threshold 6& for quitting the iteration.
2. Compute the ground station 2 position vector, b2(tj + ri ) , at the current estimated
time of the signal arrival, tj + ri from equation (25) in Section 2.4.1.
3. Calculate i + 1 from the following:
;.= [r(t, -T)-b 2 (tj+ r,)].[rt-T)-b2 (t +i)]-T
4. Quit the iteration if rzi+l - rij < 56. Otherwise, let i = i + 1, and repeat at step 2.
measurement, ti, the geodetic latitude, longitude, and height above sea level of the two
stations between which the differential range was measured, and the clock offset (for
group delay) or local oscillator offset (for phase delay). ISODAE will then generate the
true group delay, T, for the " measurement by applying the algorithms from Tables 3
and Table 4.
Once the true group delay corresponding to measurement numberj, r, has been
computed, the true differential range measurement may be computed to be crj. If Atj is
the given clock offset between the interferometer elements jl and j2, then the differential
range equivalent of the clock offset is Ar. = cAtj. The differential range measurement
function may then be written as follows:
f[r(i - T- = crj - Ar (21)
In equation (21), T is the signal transit time between the satellite and station jl, the first
element of the interferometer generating the differential range measurement. This signal
transit time is computed from the algorithm in Table 3. Finally, to generate a
measurement for Monte Carlo simulation, ISODAE will add random measurement error
with user-specified statistical properties to the measured differential range function in
equation (21). This process is described in further detail in Section 3.
2.3.2 Geometrical Partial Derivatives of Differential Range
Shown in equations (22) are the geometrical partial derivatives of the differential
range geometry function (21). In this formulation, bjl and bj2 are the station position
vectors for the two elements of the interferometer making measurement number j, and
their ECI components are denoted as follows:
bjIx bj2x
b = by and bj2 = bj2y
Lbit z J bj2 z j
In equations (22), the magnitudes of the station position vectors are written as follows:
bj= Ijil andbj2 = Ibj2 -
Sbflx -x
S4x + + -2(bjlxx+bjty +bitzz)+b (22a)
bj2x - x
x2 +2 + - 2b 2 x+ +b bj2z) b 2
ay x +y +z - 2(bj1xx +bjyy +bjlzz) + bj (22b)
bi2y 
- y
4x +y + - 2(bj2xx + bj2 y y + bj2zz) + b 2
aZ 4X2 + Y + Z2 - 2(bj1x + bjjyy+ bjlzz) + bj (22c)
bj2z 
- Z
x 2 +y +z2 - 2( +bjx 2yy +bj2zz) +2
df -1 (22d)
d(&Ar)
Equations (22) may be written more compactly with a few additional definitions. Let
r = [x y z] be the satellite position vector, let djl = r - bjj, let dz = r - b2, and
finally let djl = dj and dj2 = j . (The vectors d are the position vectors of the
satellite measured from the ground stations.) Then equations (22) become
dfj = d 2 _ dj1
dr dj2 djl
The geometrical partial derivatives of the differential range geometry function with
respect to all velocity, clock offset, or other state vector components are 0. In
equations (22), the satellite position vector and ground station vector components must be
evaluated at the appropriate times. In the orbit determination algorithm from Table 2, the
computation of the following geometrical partial derivative is required:
In this derivative, the satellite position vector is evaluated at time t - Tj, where Tj is the
signal transit time from the satellite to station j,1. This transit time and the satellite
position vector at the time of the signal emanation, r(tj - T), are computed by the
algorithm in Table 3. Therefore, x, y, and z in equations (22) are the components of
r(tj - Tj). The station 1 position vector for the measurement at time tj is bjl(tj), which
is computed as described subsequently in Section 2.4.1. Finally, the station 2 position
vector, bj2(t j + zi), is evaluated (also as described in Section 2.4.1) at time t + rj,
where -r is the true group delay between station I and 2, as computed by the algorithm in
Table 4.
2.4 COORDINATE AND TIME SYSTEM
ISODAE uses the B 1950 ECI coordinate system for all measurements and
calculations. In the B 1950 ECI coordinate system, the mean equator and mean equinox
for Julian Ephemeris Date (JED) 2433282.5, or January 1.0, 1950, Ephemeris Time (ET),
are used to define the z-axis and x-axis, respectively. The B1950 ECI coordinate system
is commonly used for trajectory propagation and orbit determination; therefore,
polynomial expressions for useful parameters such as solar and lunar ephemerides and the
right ascension of the earth's prime meridian are readily available in this system.
2.4.1 Computation of Ground Station ECI Coordinates
This section describes the computation of the ECI coordinates of a site on the surface
of the earth. To specify the location of the site, ISODAE requires the geodetic latitude of
the site, Ld, the longitude of the site, A, and the height of the site above mean sea level, h.
Because the measure of latitude given on most maps is geodetic, ISODAE accepts
geodetic and not geocentric latitude as input.
- .. S
Local tangent.
nbnes
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Figure 2. Geodetic (Ld) Versus Geocentric (L,) Latitude
The difference between geodetic latitude, Ld, and geocentric latitude, Lc, is illustrated
in Figure 2. In this model, the earth is treated as being an ellipsoid with circular cross-
section normal to the z-axis and with elliptical cross-section normal to the xy-plane. This
elliptical cross section will have semi-major axis ae and eccentricity ee, where
a, = 6378.137 km and ee = 0.08182 [7]. Geocentric latitude is measured from the origin
O and is the angle between the xy-plane and the site's position vector, b. If iz is a unit
vector in the +z direction, and b = b, then
4=900 -arccos b -i
b
Sites differing only in height above sea level will have different geocentric latitudes.
Geodetic latitude, on the other hand, is computed so as to be independent of height above
sea level. If a site is at point S in an ECI system with origin O, as shown in Figure 3, then
line segment SP is constructed so that it intersects the oblate earth normal to the ellipsoid
at the point of intersection, N. Line segment SN is then extended until it intersects the xy-
(or equatorial) plane at point P. Geodetic latitude is then the angle measured from point
P between line segment SP and the equatorial plane, where sites below the equator have
negative latitudes. If n is the unit normal vector to the ellipsoidal earth from point N, as
shown in Figure 3, and then
Ld = arccos(n- ij)- 900
The ECI coordinates, b(t)= bx(t) by(t) bz(t)]T, of a site with geodetic latitude Ld,
longitude A, and height h above sea level at time t may be computed as follows. Let At be
the difference in ephemeris days between 0000 hours, 1 January 1950, and the
~
observation time t. Then the right ascension, a, will be given by the site longitude plus
the right ascension of the prime meridian, OpM. The following numerical approximation
for OpM is given by NASA [8]:
OpM = 990.87 + 24(15.041067178 o.day-)At (23)
Earth's mean rotation rate
Thus, the right ascension of the site is given by
a = Op +A (24)
Let a be the vector pointing from O to N, as shown in Figure 3. Let h be the vector
pointing from N to the site location S, so that h has magnitude h and is normal to the
reference ellipsoid. It may be verified from geometry the vector a may be written as
follows:
cos a
41+ (1_e)tan2 Ld
sin a
a=ae 1+(1-e2)tan2 Ld
1 - esin 2 Ld
O P
Figure 3. Geometry for Calculating the Site Position Vector
It may be verified from analytical geometry that the unit normal vector n to the
ellipsoidal earth may be written as follows:
cosacos Ld
n = - sin a cos Ld
sin Ld
From Figure 3, it may be seen that the station position vector b is the vector sum of a and
h, where h = - hn. Thus,
b = a - hn =
ae cosa + h cosacosLd
1+ (1-e)tan Ld
ae sin a
+ hsin acos Ld
1+(1-e)) tanL2
a, 1 - e)sin ld
71 e, + h sin Ld
(25)
It should be noted that equation (25) for the ECI coordinates of a site position vector b is
a function of time because the right ascension a is a function of time.
2.5 EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND FORCE MODELS
Expressed in the B 1950 ECI coordinate frame, the equations of motion for a satellite
can be directly integrated in rectangular coordinates. If the satellite's position vector is r
and the velocity vector is v, then the equations of motion may be written as follows:
d-2  r+ ad or -td ad (26)dt rdt v
where y = 398,600.45 km3.seC- 2 [7] is the product of the universal gravitational constant
and the mass of the earth, r = fr, and ad is the sum of the disturbing forces acting on the
satellite. The first term on the right hand side of equation (26) is the point mass
gravitational force of the earth. If there were no disturbing forces, ad = 0, then the
satellite would obey Keplerian motion, and the solution to (26) would be the two-body
solution described in Section 2.6.1.
Since the earth's gravity is usually modeled by a gravitational potential function V,
the first term of which gives the point mass gravitational potential, equation (26) is
usually rewritten as follows:
r] = V(27)S VV + aSR + as + a + a D (27)
where
as P  = acceleration due to solar radiation pressure
as = acceleration due to solar gravity
aM = acceleration due to lunar gravity
aD = acceleration due to atmospheric drag
In the rest of this section, the forms of the earth's gravitational potential, the solar
radiation pressure acceleration, the solar and lunar gravitational accelerations, and the
acceleration due to atmospheric drag will be presented.
2.5.1 Geopotential Model
The earth's gravitational field is often expressed with a spherical harmonic expansion.
The gravitational potential V at any point P in space is given by the spherical harmonic
series
V= 1+ P, (sin O)[C. cosma + StImsinmA] (28)
1=2 m=O0
where
r = distance of P from the origin (center of the earth in an ECI coordinate
system)
* = geocentric latitude of P
A = right ascension of P
a. = mean equatorial radius of the earth (6378.137 kmn)
P1. = associated Legendre function
Ctm = spherical harmonic cosine coefficient of degree I and order m
St = spherical harmonic sine coefficient of degree I and order m
The polar coordinates of the point P are (r, 0, A), and the conversion from polar to
Cartesian coordinates is as usual
x = rcos4cosA
y = rcos 0sinA
z = rsin
The associated Legendre functions are given by
k
P: (-1)'(21 - 2t)! 0inl-m2
.(sin ) = cosi - 21 t!(I - t)!(l- m - 2t)! si
t=O
where k is the integer part of (1- m)/2.
Because the order of magnitude of the coefficients C and S decreases fairly quickly
with 1, known as the degree, and especially with m, known as the order, it has been
common practice to present the harmonic coefficients in normalized form, in which the
order of magnitude remains approximately constant. Kaula [9] introduced the
normalization factor that has become standard:
(1 - m)!(21+ 1)(2 - 8o.)
CM = m)! Cm (29)
where CL is the standard coefficient used in equation (28), C is the normalized
coefficient, and 80. is the Kronecker delta between 0 and m. The normalization factor in
equation (29) also applies to the S1. coefficients.
For the purposes of this discussion, a gravity model refers to a set of coefficients in
the harmonic expansion of the earth's gravitational field. Models are generated by
regressions on highly precise satellite tracking data, usually in the forms of laser ranging,
Doppler, and satellite-to-satellite ranging. There are a number of different models that
have been developed, including GEM-T2, Goddard's latest earth gravity model generated
from 2.4 million observations [10]. It is GEM-T2 that has been chosen for use by
ISODAE. While GEM-T2 extends to 50th degree and 43rd order, the coefficients only
through fourth degree and order, inclusive, have been used for ISODAE. These are
given, both in normalized and in standard form, in Table 5.
Table 5. GEM-T2 Normalized and Standard Gravity Coefficients
I m C C Y S
2 0 -4.841652998x10 4  -1.082627x10 3  0 0
2 1 0 0 0 0
2 2 2.4390067x10 6  1.574372x10-6  -1.400870x10 6  -9.042577x1&-7
3 0 9.570331x1i0 5  2.532072x1i0 6  0 0
3 1 2.0307524x10 6  2.193463x1O-  2.496027x0 -5  2.696017x10 -7
3 2 9.035391x10 -5  3.086174x10 -7  -6.189858x10 -5  -2.114239x10-7
3 3 7.215073x10 "5  1.006094x10 "7  1.4137252x10-6  1.971346x10 "7
4 0 5.399078x10 5  1.619723x10 -6  0 0
4 1 -5.352557x10 "5  -5.077881x10-7  -4.741332x10-5  -4.498022x10-7
4 2 3.482596x10"5  7.787321x10 -  6.640236x1&-5  1.484802x10-7
4 3 9.913108x10 -5  5.924215x10 -8  -2.014288x10 -5  -1.203767x10-8
4 4 -1.893677x10- 5 -4.001123x10- 9 3.089680x10- 5 6.528140x10-9
2.5.2 Third-Body Gravity Model
For earth-orbiting missions, third-body gravity refers to the disturbing forces exerted
on a spacecraft by all gravitational bodies other than the earth. For such missions, the
predominant third-body forces are due to the sun and moon. In Figure 4, which illustrates
the situation for the disturbing acceleration due to the moon, O is the origin of the ECI
coordinate frame, r is the position vector of the spacecraft in the ECI coordinate frame, P
is the point at which the spacecraft is located, rM is the position vector of the moon, M is
the point at which the moon is located, and dM is the position vector of the spacecraft with
P
r
0
4W
rd
M
Figure 4. Third-Body Disturbing Gravity
respect to the moon (dM = r - rM). Equation (30) gives the disturbing acceleration on a
spacecraft due to the moon, where pM is the product of the mass of the moon and the
universal gravitational constant (4,902.79 km3 -sec" 2 [11]). The analogous expression for
the disturbing acceleration due to the sun is shown in equation (31), where us is the
product of the mass of the sun and the universal gravitational constant
(1.3271244 x 1011 km3.sec- 2 [11]).
( d 1 -  r - rM + rM
aM d + -r)= r-r (30)
as = -Is - (31)
The following are the osculating orbital elements for the sun, as given by JPL [8],
with T being the integer number of Julian centuries (36,525 ephemeris days) from epoch
January 1.0, 1950 ET, and with d being the number of ephemeris days from the same
epoch.
a = 1.49597927 x 10 (km)
e = 1.67301085 x 10- 2 - 4.1926 x 10-5 T - 1.26 x 10- 7 T2
i = 23.4457888616-1.30141669 x 10-2T-9.445 x 10-7T 2 +5.000 x 10-7T (0)
2 = 00
co=282.08053+0.32328T+1.5x10-4T 2 (o)
M= 358.000682 + 0.9856002623d - 1.550000 x 10-4T 2 - 3.3333 x 10-6T 3 (0)
The following are the osculating orbital elements of the moon, with T and d as given
above [8].
a = 3.843993x 105 (km)
e = 0.054900489
i= 5.145396 (0)
£ = 12.112791-1934.139929T+ 2.081 x 10-3T 2 + 2.0 x10-6T 3 (o)
o = 196.731198+6003.163629T-1.2425 x 10-2T 2 -1.4 x10-5T3 (0)
M= 215.531463+4.77198858310 x10 5 T+9.214 x 10-3T 2 +1.4 x10-5T 3 (o)
The lunar and solar ephemerides that are computed from these polynomials will be in the
B 1950 ECI coordinate frame. ISODAE computes lunar and solar position vectors from
the osculating orbital elements as follows. First, the eccentric anomaly, E, is computed
from the mean anomaly, M, and the eccentricity, e, by solving Kepler's equation:
M=E-esinE
This equation is transcendental in the desired parameter, E, and so a numerical solution
must be obtained. The Newton's method procedure for the solution of Kepler's equation
is provided in Table 8 of Section 2.6.1. Now the value of the true anomaly, f, is
computed as follows:
f = 2arctan e tanE]
and the value of the angle 0 is defined to be the sum of the true anomaly and the
argument of perigee: 0 = f + co. Next, the magnitude of the position vector of the
disturbing body, rD = jD, is computed as follows:
rD = a(1 - ecosE)
Finally, the components of the position vector of the disturbing body are computed as
follows:
cos cos O - sin D sin Ocos i
rD = rD sin Dcos + coslDsin Ocosi
L sin Osini
2.5.3 Solar Radiation Pressure Model
ISODAE uses the static solar radiation pressure model, which states that the
acceleration due to the solar photons impinging on the surface of a spacecraft is given by
a =, - kPsr(l+ (As (r - rs) (32)S-m ) -k r f
where r is the satellite position vector, Ps is the solar pressure flux at one astronomical
unit, 4.5x10 -6 N*m"2 [12], rs is position vector of the sun (and rs is its magnitude), 17 is
the reflectance of the surface of the satellite, -1 5 17 5 1 (-1 for perfectly transparent
material, zero for a perfectly black body, and unity for a perfectly reflective material), As
is the orbit-average area of the spacecraft projected into the plane normal to the line of
sight from the spacecraft to the sun, m is the mass of the spacecraft, and ke is zero if the
earth is eclipsing the sun from the spacecraft or one otherwise.
The user of ISODAE must specify the spacecraft mass, m, and the solar radiation
pressure cross-sectional area, As. ISODAE must compute the position vector of the sun,
which is done exactly as described in Section 2.5.2 for third-body gravity.
2.5.4 Atmospheric Drag Model
ISODAE uses the static atmospheric drag model, which states that the acceleration
due to a spacecraft moving through the atmosphere is given by
aD = iCD( )[h(r)]vrr (33)
where r is the satellite's position vector, h(r) is the height of the satellite above the
surface of the earth, p[h(r)] is the density of the atmosphere at the satellite's position, CD
is the satellite's coefficient of drag (usually around 2.0), vr is the component of the
satellite's velocity vector in the direction of the rotating atmosphere (and vr is its
magnitude), AD is the orbit-average area of the spacecraft projected into the plane normal
to vr, and m is the mass of the spacecraft.
The user of ISODAE must specify the spacecraft mass, m, the drag cross-sectional
area, AD, and the coefficient of drag, CD. ISODAE must compute the density of the
atmosphere at the satellite position and the satellite velocity relative to the atmosphere.
The latter is accomplished by applying the Coriolis theorem, from which the following
obtains:
Vr = v-oxr (34)
where v is the satellite's ECI velocity vector, r is the satellite's ECI position vector, and
o is the angular momentum vector of the earth, which is given as
O =[ ]
where o = 7.2921151464x10-5 rad-sec-1 is the mean rotation rate of the earth.
Atmospheric density is modeled as being a function of the height of the spacecraft
above the surface of the earth, which is in turn a function of the satellite's position vector,
r. The height, h(r), will be given as follows:
2-e2hr) 1-e (35)h(r) = r - ae 1 e 1-e cos 4
where r = Irl, ae and ee are the mean equatorial radius and eccentricity, respectively, of
the ellipsoidal earth, as given in Section 2.4.1, and L, is the geocentric latitude of the
satellite, as calculated from equation (25) in section 2.4.1 (with b = r).
ISODAE uses the 1976 U.S. Standard Atmosphere model adapted by JPL [13, 11].
This model provides tabular densities for heights ranging from 86 km to 1000 km.
Altitudes lower than 86 km are given the density value at 86 km, though a satellite at
such an altitude will be in a highly unstable orbit. The atmosphere is generally
considered to have no effect at altitudes greater than 1000 km. For heights between the
values listed in the table, ISODAE performs a linear interpolation. The 1976 U.S.
Standard Atmosphere is shown in Table 6.
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2.6 TRAJECTORY PROPAGATION AND STATE TRANSITION MATRIX
COMPUTATION
In this section, various means of trajectory propagation and state transition matrix
computation are presented. These are both necessary for the dynamic orbit determination
algorithm described in Table 2. In the simplest approach, it is assumed that the satellite is
in a true Keplerian orbit around the earth, in which case it is necessary to solve only the
two-body initial value problem. This approach is most useful for computation of state
transition matrices across short periods of time t - to . If greater accuracy is desired over
longer time periods, then the disturbed equations of motion (27) must be numerically
integrated. While there are a number of numerical integration approaches in standard use
for astrodynamics, it is the relatively new Bulirsch-Stoer integrator that is used for
ISODAE. The Bulirsch-Stoer integrator provides high accuracy at a low computational
cost, and it is easy to ascertain the level of internal accuracy. The two-body model is
shown in Section 2.6.1, and the Bulirsch-Stoer integrator is shown in Section 2.6.2.
2.6.1 Two-Body Model
In the two-body orbital approximation, all disturbing accelerations ad in equation (26)
are set to 0. This approximation is useful over short periods of time (on the order of
minutes) when the true satellite orbit will not deviate significantly from the two-body or
Keplerian orbit. It is the preferred approach for calculating the state transition matrix
from the time of a signal emanation at a satellite to the time of that signal's arrival at a
ground station, as required for the signal transit time computation algorithm described in
Table 3, where it may be necessary to calculate a state transition matrix over a period of T
on the order of only one second.
The two-body orbit has the advantage of having an analytical solution, which
eliminates the need for numerical integration and interpolation between time steps. The
solution to equation (26) with ad = 0 is well documented [14, 15], and so the solution will
only be reproduced here. The state vector x is partitioned into position (r), velocity (v),
and non-dynamic components (s), such as clock offsets, so that x = [r v s]T . Then the
state transition matrix 0o(t) from time to to time t will be given in terms of the Lagrange
coefficients F, G, Ft, and G, from the following relationships:
r(t) = Fr(to) + Gv(to), v(t) = Fr(to) + Gv(to), and s(t) = s(to)
Properly, the 6x6 state transition matrix for the position and velocity components of the
state vector derives from the following:
x(t)
z(t)
i(t)
(t)
i(t)_
F 0 0 G 0 0'
0 F 0 0 G 0
0 0 F 0 0 G
F, 0 0 G 0
0 F, 0 0 G, 0
o 0 F, 0 0 G,
X(to)
y(to)
Z(to)
(to)
_(to).
(36)
Thus, the 6x6 state transition matrix may be written in the following partitioned form,
where I is the 3x3 identity matrix:
FI GI
Summarized in Table 7 are the steps required to compute the Lagrange coefficients F, G,
Ft, and Gt. Let ro = r(to), vo = v(to), ro = rol, and vo = Iol, all of which are known, and
let p be the previously defined gravitational constant. The initial time to and the final
time t are also known.
To demonstrate the level of accuracy as a function of time that is achieved with the
two-body solution, two-body ephemerides were compared with ephemerides derived
from eighth-order Runge-Kutta integration of the fully perturbed equations of motion. A
geosynchronous orbit was selected as a representative satellite trajectory for this
comparison. The perturbed orbit was computed by the Artificial Satellite Analysis
Program (ASAP) [11] developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for high-
accuracy satellite trajectory propagation. ASAP propagates satellite trajectories by
numerically integrating the disturbed equations of motion (27) with an eighth-order
Runge-Kutta integrator. ASAP was validated against tracking data by JPL and has been
shown to provide high ephemerides prediction accuracy [11]. For all trajectory
propagations that were performed on ASAP, the upper accuracy bound on the eighth-
order Runge-Kutta integrator was kept at the level of 10-12 n. Also, earth's
gravitational harmonics to tenth degree and order as given by the Air Force Space
Command standard WGS-84 earth gravity model [7] were used. Solar radiation pressure
and third-body gravity were included in the perturbing force model.
Table 7. Computation of the Lagrange Coefficients
1. Compute the angular momentum vector, h, and the parameter, p, as follows:
h = ro x vo
h-h
P-
2. Compute the semi-major axis, a, and eccentricity, e, of the two-body orbit:
e= - -
a
3. Compute the eccentric anomaly, E, at time to:
E(to) = arccos a - ro
ae
Here, E(to) > 1800 if ro vo < 0.
4. Compute the mean anomaly, M, at time to:
M(to) = E(to) - e sin E(to)
(Continued)
a 202
ro 
Table 7. Computation of the Lagrange Coefficients (Continued)
5. Compute the mean anomaly at time t:
M(t) = M(to) + (t - to) (37)
6. Compute the eccentric anomaly at time t by solving Kepler's transcendental
equation for E(t):
M(t) = E(t) - esin E(t) (38)
This is the one step in the solution of the two-body problem where numerical
work is required. It can be shown that Kepler's equation (38) has a unique
solution E for any given values of M and e, 0O e < 1. The Newton's method
iteration described in Table 8 provides a readily convergent means of solving
Kepler's equation (38). In that iteration, M(t) is held constant at the value
calculated in equation (37). Let E(t) be the final estimate of the eccentric anomaly
from the Newton's method iteration.
7. Compute the magnitude of the position vector r at time t:
r = a[1- ecosE(t)]
(Continued)
Table 7. Computation of the Lagrange Coeffcients (Concluded)
8. Compute the value of the transfer angle 0:.
0= 2 arctan[ tan E(t)]-2arctan +tan E(to)
9. Compute the F, G, F,, and Gt coefficients:
F=1- r(1- cos0)
P
=ro (1 - cos 0) - sin 0
r=p
G = ro sin 0
.%[P-P
(39)
Gt = 1- (1 - cos 0)
P
The GEO satellite used for this accuracy assessment was DSCS Ill with a subsatellite
longitude of 520W. The initial position and velocity vectors for this satellite were taken
from an Inter-Range Operation Number (IRON) report from Falcon Air Force Base,
which is responsible for determining orbits from tracking data and providing users with
ephemeris reports on many Air Force satellites. At 0000 hours UTC on 28 July 1990 in
the true-equator mean-equinox of date ECI coordinate frame used in the IRON reports,
DSCS III at 520 W had the following position and velocity vectors:
-12,413.448
r = -40,299.104] km
-26.049 J
2937.997
v = -905.654 m. sec-1
L 2.431 J
Table 8. Newton's Method Iteration for Solving Kepler's Equation
1. Let i = 0 be the initial iteration number, and let Eo = 0 be the initial estimate of the
eccentric anomaly transit time t. Choose a threshold E for quitting the iteration.
2. Compute the next estimate of the eccentric anomaly from
= esin E - E + M(t) (40)
1 - e cos Ei
3. Quit the iteration if JEi+1 - El < 8E. Otherwise, let i = i + 1, and repeat at step 2.
The DSCS m position and velocity vectors were propagated in ASAP with the
following additional inputs for solar radiation pressure modeling taken from
reference [16]: reflectivity coefficient of 1.5, satellite wet mass of 1090 kg, and effective
spacecraft area of 17 m2. Figure 5 shows, as a function of time on two different scales,
the magnitude of the difference in the position vectors between the two-body orbit
prediction and the reference perturbed position vectors generated by ASAP. Figure 6
shows the velocity vector error in the two-body orbit as a function of time for the same
GEO trajectory.
As shown in Figure 5, the error in the two-body GEO position vector propagates at
approximately 8 km per day for the a period up to one week from epoch. However,
within the first hour of prediction, the two-body orbit comes within 275 meters of the
perturbed satellite position vector. For many applications, where differential range
measurements are taken within an hour, and where desired orbital position accuracy is on
the order of tens or hundreds of kilometers, it may be sufficient to use the two-body orbit
for trajectory propagation and state transition matrix computation. Also, as shown in
Figure 6, the error in the two-body GEO velocity vector propagates at less than
0.7 m-sec-1 per day. Again, for many applications, this level of error may well be
acceptable.
Figure 5. Relative Position Vector Error vs. Time for a GEO Satellite
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Figure 6. Relative Velocity Vector Error vs. Time for a GEO Satellite
2.6.2 Bulirsch-Stoer Integration of the Disturbed Equations of Motion
The three most popular numerical integrator types for astrodynamic applications are
one-step (e.g., Runge-Kutta), multi-step (e.g., predictor-corrector), and extrapolation
(e.g., Bulirsch-Stoer). As reported in reference [17], the Bulirsch-Stoer integrator
provides high accuracy for numerical integration of Keplerian motion. As will be shown
herein for the case of a representative two-body GEO orbit, the Bulirsch-Stoer integrator
does provide high accuracy at a relatively low computation cost.
A common numerical integration method is the one-step approach, such as Runge-
Kutta, where the interval of integration is divided into small subintervals, and series
approximations of the differential equations are made. One-step methods have
historically been in common use in astrodynamic applications, but they suffer from
several problems. For a low-order technique, the step size must be made fairly small in
order to attain a high level of accuracy; however, with a small step size, numerical errors
accrue more quickly. Moreover, most one-step techniques are fairly computationally
intensive because of the large number of derivative evaluations that are necessary.
The fundamental idea behind the Bulirsch-Stoer technique is to treat the solution of
the differential equation as a function of the step size in a one-step integrator. A low-
order one-step integrator is used with a sequence of large step sizes, and the results of the
integration are fit to a rational function of the step size. A good rational function fit can
usually be obtained with a sequence of only four or five one-step integrations (each of
which contains a relatively small number of steps, usually 12 at most). The rational
function is then extrapolated to a step size of zero, and the result is the Bulirsch-Stoer
solution to the numerical integration.
At the heart of a Bulirsch-Stoer numerical integrator is a one-step integrator, which
should be better than first-order, but not so complex that it requires extensive
computation. Particularly powerful convergence properties are obtained if the error
series of the one-step integrator is even in the step size. Gragg proposed a method that
has become known as the modified midpoint method, or Gragg's method [18]. In the
initial value problem for ordinary differential equations (ODEs), the given system of
differential equations
ddy = f(t,y) (41)
is to be integrated from t = to to t = to + H, with given initial conditions y(to) = Yo. The
solution to the initial value problem is the value of the dependent variable vector at the
final time, y(to + H). Notice that all higher-order ordinary differential equations can be
expressed in the form of equation (41) by defining elements of the vector y to be
derivatives of the higher-order derivatives. For example, the equations of disturbed
motion (26) were initially written in second-order form and then rewritten in first-order
form equivalent to (41) with the definition
In Gragg's method, the interval of integration [to, to + HI is divided into n equal
subintervals of width h = H/n. The first step is the common Euler's method step, and the
subsequent steps are modified midpoint method steps. The algorithm is summarized as
follows:
Zo = Yo
z = ZO + hf(to,zo)
(42)
= j-1+ 2hf(tj,zj), j= 1, 2, ... ,n -1
y(to + H) - an + zn-I + hft
Gragg demonstrated [18] that the power series expansion for the error of this numerical
integrator is even in the step size h.
Bulirsch and Stoer [19, 20] apply Gragg's method (42) repeatedly to differential
equations (41) and fit the result y(to + H) to a rational function of the step size h. For the
first Gragg's method integration, the interval [to, to + H] is traversed with two steps of
size H/2. For the second Gragg's method integration, four steps of size H/4 are used to
cross the interval [to, to + HI. The sequence of number of steps, {ni), i = 1, 2, 3, ..., is as
follows:
{2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, ...}, where ni = 2ni_2 for i > 3
Choosing ni = 2' makes the step size too small too quickly [21].
Because the details of the rational function fitting and extrapolation processes,
described completely in reference [21], become rather involved and are extrinsic to the
purposes of this study, they will simply be summarized here. If the dimension of the
dependent variable vector y is m, and the current Gragg's method trial number is i, so that
ni steps will be made across the interval [to, to + H], then m diagonal rational functions,
Rj, j = 1, 2, ..., m, are fit to each of the elements of the i Gragg's estimated solution
vectors y(to + H) for the i different step sizes. Let us write the dependent variable vector
for the integration of equation (41) in component form:
Y2
A sequence of Gragg's method integrations of equation (41) with varying step sizes,
h = Hlni on the ith iteration of the sequence, is used to estimate yj as a function of h. In
particular, the P diagonal rational function, Rj, is fit to the ph component of y,
y(to + H), for which there are a sequence of values for varying step sizes h. The form of
the diagonal rational function is as follows:
R(h)= P, 0 + Pj,h+"*+P,!h, i odd, l =
qj,o + qj4,h+"+qy, h
(43)
Ry(h)= Pj,o + Pjh+ +Pi h  i even, l=
qj,o + qj,lh+. .+qj,h + qy, 1+ h
71
The details of the fitting process are given in references [19, 20, and 21] and will not be
repeated here, but it can be seen that so long as qj,o 0, the extrapolated solution to the j&
row of the differential equation after the h Gragg's method integration will be given by
yj (to + H)- Rj (0) =Pqj,o
The Mathematica implementation of the rational function fit and extrapolation process
can be seen in subrouting RZEXTR in Appendix B.
A useful feature of the Bulirsch-Stoer integrator is that so long as the method is
convergent, there is a convenient way of checking its internal accuracy. If we denote the
ith Bulirsch-Stoer approximation of the solution to the differential equation (i.e., the result
of rational function extrapolation after i Gragg's method integrations) as
Yi y(to + H)
then the approximation will have internal accuracy at least on the order 8yi, where
6 yi =Yi -yi-1
Thus, for well-behaved differential equations, one may obtain a desired level of accuracy
by proceeding down the sequence of Gragg's method step sizes, ni , until the Bulirsch-
Stoer error estimate 8yi becomes sufficiently small.
The ISODAE implementation of the Bulirsch-Stoer integrator is shown Mathematica
subroutines MMID, RZEXTR, BSSTEP, and BulirschStoer in Appendix B. This
implementation follows that presented in reference [21], with the following additional
parameters:
Maximum number of steps to attempt in Gragg's method: 96
(equivalently, a maximum of 11 Gragg's method integrations)
Maximum power of denominator in rational function fit: 3
(equivalently, a maximum of 7 estimates of y)
Step size, H: variable under user control
Internal accuracy level, 18yiI: variable under user control
Though the user may select any level of internal integrator accuracy for the Bulirsch-
Stoer integrator, it was desired to demonstrate its computational efficiency. As we shall
see, for the two-body approximation of a GEO satellite orbit, the Bulirsch-Stoer
integrator provides accuracy on the order of 10-12 km for an integration step size of H = 1
hour and with a series of only i = 6 Gragg's method integrations, the last of which has
only 16 steps across the one-hour time interval. Since there is one derivative evaluation
for each Gragg's method step, plus one evaluation at the end of each Gragg's method
integration, a total of only 54 derivative evaluations is necessary to achieve this accuracy.
By contrast, to achieve position vector accuracy on the order of 10-12 km after one hour
with the popular fourth-order Runge-Kutta (RK4) integration of the same two-body GEO
m
trajectory, a step size of 5 sec is necessary. This was determined empirically with an
implementation of the RK4 integrator in Mathematica. The classic RK4 algorithm
presented in reference [14] for the integration of differential equation (41) from t = to to
t = to + H, with given initial conditions y(to) = Yo, and with n steps of size h = H/n, is as
follows:
Yi+1 = Yi +(k0 + 2k + 2k2 + k3)h
where
ko = f(tiyi)
k = f(ti +Ih,yi +-hko)
k2 = f(ti +-h, yi + hk1 )
k3 = f(t i + h,y i + hk 2)
and
f(t,y)= [- r where y =
This RK4 algorithm for the two-body initial value problem was implemented in
Mathematica. We used as initial conditions a state vector reported by Falcon Air Force
Base (AFB) for NATO 3C at 180W at 0000 hours on 9 February 1990. In the true-
equator mean-equinox of date ECI coordinate frame used in the Falcon reports, the
position and velocity vectors were as follows:
[-21,542.98206 -2632.089971
r = 36,160.27550 km v = -1579.92061| m-sec -
L 2697.28210 L 154.78188
The RK4 integration algorithm required a step size of h = 5 sec is necessary to
achieve position vector accuracy on the order of 10-12 km after one hour [22]. As can be
seen from the algorithm, four derivative evaluations per RK4 step are required; thus, a
total of 2880 derivative evaluations is necessary in order for RK4 to achieve the same
accuracy as Bulirsch-Stoer with only 54 derivative evaluations. While the Bulirsch-Stoer
method also requires i = 6 rational function extrapolations, each of these requires only
36(i - 1) arithmetic operations: 4(i - 1) multiplications per dependent variable and
2(i - 1) additions per dependent variable, with a total of six dependent variables, in r
and v. Thus, 36(i - 1) additional arithmetic operations are necessary for rational function
extrapolation after each Gragg's method integration. This amounts to only a moderate
amount of computational overhead compared with the derivative evaluations. Thus, for
the two-body problem for a GEO satellite, the Bulirsch-Stoer integrator provides the
same level of accuracy as the RK4 integrator with at least one order of magnitude less
computational effort.
From the initial state for NATO 3C shown above, we calculated the magnitude of the
difference in position vectors between the analytical solution to the two-body problem
and the solution derived by Bulirsch-Stoer integration of the two-body equations. With
working precision on the order of 10-20, and with a total integration interval of five
weeks, numerical round-off errors would be many orders of magnitude smaller than
errors due to integrator accuracy. The Bulirsch-Stoer step size was set at 3600 sec, and
repeated applications of Bulirsch-Stoer steps were made across the five-week time
interval, and on each step, a sequence of the first 6 Gragg's method integrations were
used in the rational function extrapolation. Figures 7 show the magnitude of the error in
position vector as a function of time on two scales.
The results show that the position error incurred in the first 3600 sec Bulirsch-Stoer
step was on the order of 10-12 km. It was unexpected that the error did not increase
monotonically across the whole interval of integration. Despite the fact that the position
error remained on the order of 10-9 km for most of the 5-week propagation, the error did
reach 2x10I km by the end of the integration. This is many orders of magnitude more
precision than is necessary for many applications, with an implementation of the
Bulirsch-Stoer integrator that takes advantage of only the first six Gragg's method
integrators in the sequence. We conclude that, to the extent that the two-body initial
value problem provides a good model of the behavior of the Bulirsch-Stoer method in the
full problem of disturbed satellite motion, this technique of numerical integration
provides more than sufficient accuracy at a modest computational expense by comparison
with Runge-Kutta techniques.
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SECTION 3
ERROR MODELING
Upon each iteration of the Monte Carlo simulation of the satellite orbit determination
process, ISODAE adds random error of user-specified statistical properties where such
error occurs. In an actual orbit determination scenario, error sources include inherent
observable imprecision, equipment biases, station location uncertainty, and tropospheric
and ionospheric delay errors. The current version of ISODAE allows the user to model
observable imprecision and equipment biases with independent normal probability
distributions. The modeling of clock offsets has already been discussed in Section 2.2.
This section describes the generation of normal random variates and presents the
statistical properties of interferometric observables. Typical values for the standard
deviation of the group delay and phase delay observables due to random measurement
error are presented.
3.1 GENERATION OF NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOM NUMBERS
Mathematica provides the usual pseudorandom 0-1 uniform variates, known as
"standard random numbers," and so it is necessary to generate normal random variates
from the uniform random variates. After testing the results of various transformations,
including Box-Muller [23], from standard random numbers to normally distributed
random numbers, the approach that was selected for the best results in Mathemetica was
that of Teichroew, reported by Shannon [24]. Table 9 summarizes the process of
generating normally random variates.
Table 9. Algorithm for Generating Normally Distributed Random Numbers
1. Generate 12 pseudorandom 0-1 uniform variates, denoted r1, r2,..., r12 . Then,
calculate the number R as follows:
1 1
R = 4 -6+ r
2. Set the following constants:
al = 0.029899776
a 2 = 0.008355968
a3 = 0.076542912
a 4 = 0.252408784
a5 = 3.949846138
3. Generate a normal random variate, X, with P = 0 and a= 1 as follows:
X = ((((aIR2 + a2)R2 + a3)R2 + a 4 )R2 + as )R
4. Transform X into a normal random variate x with mean j and standard deviation
o as follows:
x = + X
3.2 DIFFERENTIAL RANGE OBSERVABLE PRECISION
Alan Whitney [25] showed that the theoretically achievable precision with the group
delay observable, 0?, is given by
1
a = (44)S2x(SNR)Av
where SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio and Av is the spanned frequency bandwidth, in Hz,
sampled by the interferometer. In the case of TDRS, the downlink to White Sands has an
SNR of approximately 50 and spans 225 MHz of the Ku-band, of which 20 MHz are
sampled by the VLBI system designed by Interferometrics, Inc. [26]. Thus, the
theoretically achievable precision of the group delay observable is r = 160 picosec.
Differential range could theoretically be measured with laprecision of 4.8 cm, or 3a
precision of 14 cm. Preliminary experiments by Interferometrics indicate that their
equipment can come within a factor of approximately two of reaching the theoretically
achievable group delay observable precision, and so in practice cr = 320 picosec, and
differential range can be measured with laprecision of 9.5 cm.
The theoretically achievable precision with the phase delay observable, ar, is given
by
1
= (S ) (45)
2x(SNR)v
where v is the center frequency, in Hz, sampled by the interferometer. The TDRS
downlink to White Sands is centered at 14 GHz, and so the theoretically achievable
precision of the phase delay observable is 0.23 picosec. Differential range could
theoretically be measured with 1 precision of 0.007 cm, or 3aprecision of 0.02 cm.
While no TDRS tracking experiments were performed with JPL's CEI equipment at
Goldstone, observations were made on natural radio sources at 8.4 GHz to assess the
precision of the phase delay observable [27]. The statistical phase error, expressed in
radians, is roughly I/SNR, and JPL's experiments at Goldstone demonstrated a typical
phase error of 0.005 cycles [28]. The achieved SNR was therefore 1/(2<0.005) - 32. At
8.4 GHz, relationship (45) predicts a phase delay observable precision of 0.59 picosec.
JPL demonstrated statistical errors on the phase delay observable to be approximately
1 picosec [27], which is a factor of 1.7 larger than the theoretically achievable value. In
this study, the estimated phase delay measurement error on NATO 3C is taken to be on
the order of 0.4 picosec, or la differential range precision of 0.01 cm.
In conclusion, relationships (44) and (45) provide the theoretically achievable
precision of the group delay and phase delay observables, respectively. In practice, it has
been demonstrated that operational VLBI or CEI systems provide observables whose
statistical errors are approximately a factor of two larger than the theoretically achievable
values. With knowledge of the bandwidth or frequency to be sampled by the
interferometer and the signal-to-noise ratio, one may use twice the theoretically
achievable observable precision from relationship (44) or (45) as the standard deviation
of the group or phase delay observable for ISODAE's error modeling input.
3.3 EQUIPMENT BIASES
The user of ISODAE may simulate equipment biases by specifying a non-zero mean
in the measurement error function for a particular observation. With the standard
deviation a specified, as described in Section 3.2 for group delay or phase delay, and with
a desired equipment timing bias 8 to be modeled, the normal random number generation
algorithm in Mathematica (see subroutine "normal" in Appendix B) should be called with
the following parameters: mean c8 and standard deviation ca. Here, multiplication by
the signal propagation rate c transforms the error function e = c + c8into the differential
range equivalent error.
SECTION 4
EXAMPLES
In this section, the level of satellite orbit prediction accuracy that can be attained with
radio interferometric tracking is demonstrated, and some conclusions about optimal
station-satellite geometries are drawn. This was done with sample applications of
ISODAE for a geosynchronous satellite orbit. In all subsequent discussion, 1 position
error is measured as the root mean squared of the standard deviations of the errors in the
three ECI position vector components of the satellite.
4.1 ISODAE RESULTS FOR A GEOSYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE ORBIT
It was desired to estimate satellite orbit determination accuracy with group or phase
delay observables by means of Monte Carlo simulation. To this end, we applied
ISODAE to a geosynchronous satellite orbit. (GEO satellites provide an excellent
application for radio interferometry because many of the sensors in the Space
Surveillance Network (SSN) are radars for which GEO is out of range.) The results
indicate that radio interferometry is an accurate means of orbit determination with
inherent advantages over more traditional means of satellite tracking.
The GEO satellite state vector and epoch that were selected for study are those for
NATO 3C given in Section 2.6.2. Phase delay (i.e., differential range) was measured
across three baselines for four ground stations located in a square with edge of length
20 km. In Table 10, the geodetic latitude, longitude, and elevation above sea level are
listed for the four stations. The locations are depicted in Figure 8.
Table 10. CEI Station Locations for Sample Scenario
Station
Nnmber
Geodetic
TLatitlde (o)
Longitude
(oE\1)
Altitude
(kmI
1 45.00000 0.0000 0.1
2 45.00000 -0.2545 0.1
3 45.17997 0.0000 0.1
4 45.17997 -0.2545 0.1
- -45N- 
- -
I
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Figure 8. Illustration of CEI Station Locations
Differential range was measured by phase delay simultaneously across the baselines from
station 2 to station 1, station 3 to station 1, and station 4 to station 1 (denoted 2-1, 3-1,
and 4-1), as illustrated in bold in Figure 8. As discussed in Section 3.2, phase delay in
this scenario can provide group delay equivalent la accuracy of 0.4 picosec,
independently normally distributed across each baseline. For this initial study, it was
assumed that there were no equipment biases, that all station were connected by
fiberoptic cable to one clock and frequency standard, that there were no local oscillator
offsets between the four stations, and that station positions were known with perfect
accuracy. Thus, the pure effect of measurement geometry and observable precision could
be assessed.
ISODAE Monte Carlo simulation of this orbit determination scenario with 200
iterations showed a 1 position vector accuracy of 3.2 km. The accuracy that can be
attained with the use of other sets of baselines was assessed. It is practical to have one
station in common for all three measurement pairs so that the common station can act as
the correlation center at which the observables are generated. For the particular satellite
and ground station locations of this scenario, selection of three measurements where one
station is common to each pair (i.e., 2-1, 3-1, 4-1; or 1-2, 3-2, 4-2; or 1-3, 2-3, 4-3; or 1-4,
2-4, 3-4) results in a la position vector accuracy of 3.2 km. Selection of other sets of
three measurements (where one station is not common to each measurement pair) would
be impractical.
For comparison with a traditional orbit determination scenario, we assessed the
position accuracy that can be attained on the same satellite with nine simultaneous
measurements by three sensors capable of deep space observations in the Space
Surveillance Network. For this purpose, sensors at Eglin AFB (Florida), Millstone
(Massachusetts), and Pirinclik (Turkey) were modeled to produce range, elevation angle,
and azimuth angle measurements. Table 11 shows the accuracy of the measurements
from these stations.
Table 11. Accuracy of Deep Space Tracking Measurement by the SSN
Sensor
Range
Accuracy
(kmk
Elevation
Accuracy
(o
Azimuth
Accuracy
(o)
Eglin AFB 0.027 0.012 0.012
Millstone 0.044 0.008 0.008
Pirinclik 0.500 0.025 0.027
The result of the Monte Carlo simulation in ISODAE with 200 iterations was position
accuracy on the NATO 3C satellite of 3.9 km. Thus, three interferometric measurements
across very short baselines produce satellite position vector information with a slightly
higher level of accuracy than nine measurements made from geographically dispersed
sites in the SSN. It is preferable for operational, economic, and political reasons to carry
out satellite tracking across very short baselines. Moreover, radio interferometry offers
the advantage of being a purely passive means of orbit determination.
4.2 OPTIMAL INTERFEROMETER SITE GEOMETRY
The starting point for the assessment of the effects of various interferometric
measurement geometries on orbit determination accuracy was the tracking scenario for
NATO 3C described in Section 4.1. Since it would have been more cumbersome to vary
the positions of four ground stations, we instead varied the satellite's initial position
vector. (Because the three phase delay observations in this orbit determination scenario
are taken simultaneously and only the position vector of the satellite is estimated, the
initial velocity vector played no role in this study.)
First, the effect of relative baseline size on orbit determination accuracy by radio
interferometry was studied. Range from station 1 was varied while keeping the elevation
angle and azimuth angle from that station constant. Because the baseline sizes are small
relative to the range to the GEO satellite, the range, elevation angle, and azimuth angle
from each of the other three stations is close to that of the first. For this particular orbit
determination scenario, range from each site to the satellite is approximately 37,850 km,
the elevation angle is approximately 390, and the azimuth angle is approximately 1550.
As shown in Figure 9, the longer the baselines across which phase delay is measured
relative to the range to the satellite (or, equivalently, the less the range to the satellite
given fixed baselines), the greater the position vector accuracy.
In the original orbit determination scenario from Section 4.1, the satellite's position
vector r is given, the station 1 position vector, b , is computed at the measurement time
from equation (25), and the position vector of the satellite with respect to station 1, d , is
Figure 9. Position Error vs. Range to Satellite
computed as d, = r - bl. Selection of a new satellite position vector, r , with the same
elevation and azimuth angles from station 1, but with a new range d*, is accomplished as
follows:
r b+ d*r* = b + 4-d 1
Next, the effect of satellite elevation angle on orbit determination accuracy by radio
interferometry was assessed. The elevation angle of the satellite at station 1 in the
original NATO 3C tracking scenario of Section 4.1 was varied while keeping the range
and azimuth angle from that station constant. Because of the short baselines relative to
the satellite's range, the elevation angles from the other three stations closely match that
from station 1. Figure 10 shows the following: position error is minimized for this orbit
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determination scenario at the lowest elevation angle, position error increases
monotonically with elevation angle, and the orbit determination scenario becomes
degenerate when the satellite is at zenith. Again, these results reflect the impact of phase
delay measurement error only.
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Figure 10. Position Error vs. Satellite Elevation Angle
Selection of a new satellite elevation angle is accomplished in the following manner.
Let n be the unit normal to the plane of ground station 1, as computed in Section 2.4.1.
Decompose the range vector d, from station 1 to the satellite into components parallel
(d1l) and perpendicular (d±) to n, so that d1 = d1u + d±. It may be verified that
d1 • n d • n
d, =- n and d = dl --- n
"Idl Il
M
A new station-l-to-satellite range vector d' with a new elevation angle e* and with the
same azimuth angle (but with different magnitude from d1) may be computed as follows:
d'=d± + d, tane
The new satellite position vector r* such that the elevation angle from station 1 is e*, but
the range and azimuth angles from station 1 are unchanged, is computed as follows:
r* = b + P d'
11
Finally, the effect of satellite azimuth angle on orbit determination
accuracy by radio interferometry was assessed. The azimuth angle of the satellite at
station 1 in the original NATO 3C tracking scenario of Section 4.1 was varied while
keeping the range and elevation angle from that station constant. Again, because of the
short baselines relative to the satellite's range, the azimuth angles from the other three
stations closely match that from station 1. Figure 11 shows the variation in position
accuracy with satellite azimuth angle. The results indicate that for a configuration of four
interferometric ground stations at the vertices of a square, position error is minimized
when the satellite's azimuth angle is an integer multiple of 450, and position error is
maximized when the satellite's azimuth angle is an integer multiple of 900.
It may be verified that the new satellite position vector r* such that the azimuth angle
from station 1 is a*, but the range and elevation angles from station 1 are unchanged
Figure 11. Position Error vs. Satellite Azimuth Angle
from the values determined by the original tracking scenario, is computed as follows:
= b + inldcosa* + (in x n) (d n)sina
where all values are as described above, and in is the unit vector in the north direction in
the plane of ground station 1. The computation of in is given in Appendix A under
azimuth angle calculations.
The effects of relative satellite-ground station geometry on the inteferometric tracking
of a GEO satellite have been assessed by the ISODAE Monte Carlo tool. In this orbit
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determination scenario, phase delay was measured simultaneously across three baselines
of four ground stations located at the vertices of a square with edges of length 20 km. For
the particular station numbering given in Section 4.1, it was determined that phase delay
measurements between the three station pairs 2-1, 3-1, and 4-1 produced a position error
of 3.2 km. As expected, longer station baselines increase satellite position estimation
accuracy. It was also shown that decreasing the elevation angle to the satellite increases
position accuracy. Finally, selecting ground station orientation such that the satellite
appears with northwest, northeast, southwest, or southeast azimuth increases position
accuracy. These geometrical considerations take into account phase delay measurement
error only.
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SECTION 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Radio interferometry is an attractive means of satellite orbit determination for several
reasons. Interferometric tracking stations can operate passively because measurements
can be made on the standard satellite communications downlink. Thus, interferometric
tracking may be applied to existing satellite systems. Also, the group or phase delay
observable has a very high level of accuracy associated with it. This means that
extremely high satellite orbit determination accuracy may be attained across large
baselines; but perhaps of more importantance, it means that sufficient orbit determination
accuracy is possible with very short baselines, which means that operational tracking
systems can be made to be very compact and inexpensive. It has been demonstrated in
this study that a connected element interferometry system with 20 km baselines can
provide greater orbit determination accuracy on GEO satellites than the geographically
diverse and extremely accurate sensors in the Space Surveillance Network. It stands to
reason that the potential benefits of the application of radio interferometry to satellite
orbit determination merit further study.
In its current form, ISODAE has the following capabilities: ISODAE solves the
dynamic batch orbit determination problem; ISODAE allows the user to specify range,
range rate, differential range, elevation angle, and azimuth angle measurements; and
ISODAE allows the user to model measurement errors, measurement biases, and clock
offset errors. With some augmentation, ISODAE can be made to model station location
uncertainty, atmospheric effects on signal propagation rate, and errors in the orbit
determination process such as numerical integrator errors. Of immediate interest is the
study of atmospheric effects on signal propagation rate. Statistical models of the error in
the signal propagation rate through the atmosphere are available [29, 30], and as
expected, such error increases as the elevation angle to a satellite decreases. On the other
hand, the results of Section 4.2 show that based on geometry alone, lower elevation
angles produce less satellite position estimation error. Therefore, a tradeoff between
atmospherical and geometrical errors exists and should be studied.
The Monte Carlo simulation developed for this study has the capacity to model a
variety of error sources in the orbit determination process. As such, ISODAE is a
valuable tool not only for the study of radio interferometry but also for the study of the
accuracy of any trajectory determination system. Modified versions of ISODAE have
been applied to the problem of determining the accuracy of the satellite ephemerides that
can be predicted from the current configuration of the Space Surveillance Network and to
the problem of determining the ephemerides prediction accuracy of systems responsible
for tracking missiles in a ballistic phase of their trajectory. Because of the potential
application of ISODAE to orbit determination scenarios other than the dynamic batch
estimator, it was designed in a modular fashion so that with minor modifications, it can
assess the accuracy of most trajectory determination algorithms. One potential area for
future study is a Kalman filtering system that differentially correct satellite state vectors,
such as the scheme employed by the Space Defense Operation Center (SPADOC). There
is interest in the space community to estimate the quality of orbital elements in space
catalogues (such as SPADOC) for a variety of reasons, including the assessment of
probabilities of collision with orbital debris.
Thus, there are a number of potentially useful augmentations or modifications of the
capabilities of ISODAE. It will be of interest to assess further the capabilities of radio
interferometry for satellite orbit determination with modeling of all error sources and with
orbit determination scenarios other than that assessed in Section 4 of this study. Also,
modifications of ISODAE could provide a starting point for statistical studies of orbital
element quality for the SSN or SPADOC. The potential applications of an element
quality study include the development of reasonable specifications for a program such as
the anti-satellite (ASAT) weapon and the assessment of the threat of orbital debris.
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APPENDIX A
MEASUREMENT FUNCTIONS AND GEOMETRICAL PARTIAL
DERIVATIVES FOR OTHER OBSERVABLE TYPES
In this appendix, the measurement functions and geometrical partial derivatives for
range, range rate, elevation angle, and azimuth angle are presented. These measurement
types are available in ISODAE, and their mathematical properties are easily derived or
are readily available from other sources [3, 4]. For all discussion in this appendix, the
reader is referred to Figure 1 and the definition of variables given in Section 2.3. For
measurement number j out of a set ofp measurements, the measurement function will be
written fj(r,v). Only in the case of range rate measurements will fbe a function of
velocity as well as position.
A.1 RANGE
The range measurement, as a function of the satellite ECI position vector r and a
station position vector bi, is given as follows:
fj(r)= r- bi= (r- b)(r- bi)
The geometrical partial derivatives with respect to velocity are clearly 0. With respect to
the position vector,
= -b,) (r - b
dr 4(r - bi).(r-b,) = f(r)
A.2 RANGE RATE
The range rate measurement, as a function of the satellite ECI position vector r,
velocity vector v, and a station position vector bi, is given as follows:
(rv r - bi)' - vi) (r - bi) (v - v.i)
r- bil 4(r -b,). (r -bi)
where the velocity vector of the site, vait, is given in terms of the angular momentum
vector of the earth, o (see Section 2.5.4), as follows:
Vsite = ) bi
The geometrical partial derivative with respect to the velocity vector is as follows:
S (r - bi)T (r - b)T
dv f -b/i -4(r-bi) (r-b i)
The geometrical partial derivative with respect to the position vector is as follows:
S= (v - vse) T  (r - bi) (v - vi) (r - bi)T
dr - bi r-bi
S (V - vsi)T (r-bi) - (v - v,.)(r b)T
4(r - bi) -(r - bi) ./(r - bi) -(r - bi)
A.3 ELEVATION ANGLE
The elevation angle measurement, as a function of the satellite ECI position vector r
and a station position vector bi, is given as follows:
fj(r) = bai i[-arc (ri =-arcsm (rbi)
where n is the unit normal to the ellipsoidal earth at the station, as given in Section 2.4.1.
The geometrical partial derivatives with respect to velocity are clearly 0. With
respect to the position vector,
0r nT (r - b i ) ( r - b i )T
dr r - bi cof (r (r - bi)2
_n
T  I (r-biXr-bi)T]
(r - bi)2 -[n(r-bi)] 2 - (r - bi) 2
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For the user's convenience, ISODAE computes all angles in degrees. Therefore, factors
of 180/x are multiplied into the measurement function and geometrical partial derivatives
for elevation angle calculations.
A.4 AZIMUTH ANGLE
Azimuth is the clockwise angle between the direction of north in the ground station's
plane on earth and the projection of the satellite's position vector with respect to that
station in that station's plane. The unit vector in the direction of north, measured in the
station's plane, ir h, can be calculated as follows. First, let iz be the unit vector in the z
direction in the ECI coordinate frame, let bi be the station position vector, let n be the
unit normal to the ellipsoidal earth at the station, as given in Section 2.4.1, and let
rz = i - bi . Then,
inorth r -(r.n)n
4r2 - (r n) 2
The projection d1 in the ground station's plane of the position vector of the satellite with
respect to the station is given as follows:
d = r - bi - [(r - bi). n]n
Finally, the azimuth angle is given as follows:
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fi(r)= arcod iInth
The geometrical partial derivatives with respect to velocity are clearly 0. With
respect to the position vector,
___ d±.I" d + n T Iil r,..,- T I
r sin[fj(r)l jd Id I
Factors of 180/t are multiplied into the measurement function and geometrical partial
derivatives for azimuth angle calculations so that all angles appear in degrees.
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APPENDIX B
MATHEMATICA PROCEDURES FOR ISODAE
This file is required for setting up the Interferometric Satellite
Orbit Determination Accuracy Estimator (ISODAE). Select all cells
in this file and have Mathematica evaluate them. Included are
physical constants, polynomial for prime meridian angle
computation, ground station ECI position computation, two-body
trajectory propagation and state transition matrix computation,
Bulirsch-Stoer trajectory propagation, satellite ECI state vector
computation from Keplerian elements, computation of elevation
angle to satellite from ground station, signal transit time and
group delay measurement functions, and generation of normally
distributed random variates.
Note: To run ISODAE, you must open the following files:
"ISODAE Set up",
"ISODAE"
Also, the user must specify which trajectory propagator
ISODAE is to use. (See procedure 'Propagate' below.)
The choices currently available are TwoBody and
BulirschStoer.) The user must also specify the means of
state transition matrix computation. (See procedure
'TransitionMatrix' below.) The only choice currently
available for state transition matrix computation is
two-body.
You must evaluate all cells in this file first.
*)
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(*Choose trajectory propagator
(Propagate state vector x0 from epoch to epoch plus
deltat seconds)
*)
Propagate[x0_,deltat]:=Block[{},
xf=TwoBody[x0,deltat]; (*Two-body orbital approximation*)
phi={{ (F,0,G,O0,0),(OF,0,0,GO),{O,0JF,0,0,G},
({Ft,0,0,Gt,0,0),{O,Ft0,0,Gt,),{0,0,Ft,0,0,Gt)};
xf
(* BulirschStoer[x0,deltat] (*Rational extrapolation
numerical integrator*)
*)
(*End Block*)]
(* - - - - -.......--.. . ....... -*)
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(*Choose transition matrix computation algorithm
(Compute state transition matrix from epoch tO to time t)
*)
TransitionMatrix[x0_,tJ :=Block[{},
(* Currently, only the two-body state transition matrix is
available in ISODAE*)
TwoBody[xO,t];
phi= (F,O0,0,G,0,0,{0,F,0,0,G,),(0,0,F,0,0,G)},
{Ft,0,0,0Gt,O,},{O,Ft,0,0,Gt,},{O0,0,Ft,0,0,Gt}}
(* In future versions of ISODAE, numerical integration of
the variational equations of motion can be selected for state
transition matrix computation:
Variational[xO,t]
*)
(*End Block*)]
(*..m ........ ..- .......--....... *)
(*Set up physical constants *)
we2f=N[15.041067178*Pi180/3600,20](*rad/sec*);
we=15.041067178(* 0/day *);
ae=aearth=6378.14;mu=398600.45;ee=eearth=0.08182;
c=299792.458(*km/sec*)
(*..-....----- m--.-m-- .- -*)
(*----------------......
Diad[xJ:={x[[1]]*x,x[[211*x,x[[31]*xI
(* Give prime meridian at AJD=d ephemeris days from 1/1/1950,
in B1950 ECI coordinate frame *)
pm[d]:=Block[{pml,ppm),pml=99.87+24*we*d;
ppm=pm1-360*Floor[pm1/360]
I
(* Give B1950 ECI coordinates of a ground site with
bj=(lat,lon,alt);
leat = geodetic latitude, Ion = longitude, alt = altitude,
(km, O, 0) at d ephemeris days from 1/1/1950*)
b[bj_,d_ :=Block[{alpha,lat,alt),
alt=bj[[3]];
lat=N[(Pi/180)bj[[1]],20];
alpha=N[(Pi/l80)(bj[[2]]+pm[d]),20];
bb={ae*Cos[alpha]/Sqrt[l+(1-ee ^ 2)(Tan[iat])A2]+
alt*Cos[alpha]*Cos[lat],
ae*Sin[alpha]/Sqrt[l+(1-ee 2)(Tan[lat])A2]+
alt*Sin[alpha]*Cos[lat],
ae*(l-ee ^ 2)Sin[lat] / Sqrt [ 1-(ee ^ 2 )(Sin[lat ] ^ 2)]+
alt*Sin[lat]}
(*End Block*)]
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Cross[x..,y. :={x[[21]*y[[3]]-x[[311*y[[2] ],
x[[3]]*y[[1]]-x[[1]]*y[[3]],
x[[1]]*y[[2]]-x[[2]]*y[[l]]}
SolveKepler[EO_.AEmax.A...,M1:=
(* Solves Kepler's equation M = E - e Sin[EJ for E *
BlockHjE1,E2,predsion),
predsionZrn-FloorULg[d maxj;
El=N[EO,predsion];
E2=-N[E1+(e*Sin[EJrnEFI+MY/(1e*Cos[ElJ),predsion];
While[Abs[E2-E1J>dEmax,
El=E2;E2-=E1+(e*Sin[EJrnE1+M)/(lne*Cos[ElJ)J;
EE--E2
(End Block )
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Car dn[eltsj:=Block[a,eA,bigw,w,M,rgh,thieta#f,p),
a=elts[[lJJ;e=eltsI2]J;i=N[Pi/180*ets[[3JJ,20J;
bigw=N[P/180*elts[411,2O1;
w=N[PiI18O*elts[[51J,20J;M=N[Pi/180*elts[[6J,2OJ;
SolveKepler[1,OA-25,eMJ;
r--a*(l-e*Cos[EEJ);
f=2ArcTan[Sqrt[(+e)(le)]*Tan[1Z*EEJJ;
theta=(w+f);
h=Sqrt[mu*pJ;
I r*(Cos[bigwj*Costheta]-Sin[bigwJ*Sin[thetaJ*Cos[il),
r*(Sin[bigwj*Costheta+Cosbigw*Sin[theta]*Cos[i]),
r*Sin[thetaj*Sin[iJ,
.mui*(Cos[bigwJ*(Sin[thetaJ+e*Sin[w])
+Sin[bigwj*(Cos[theta+e*Cos[wJ)*Cos[iJ),
-muih*(Sin[bigw*(Sin[theta.Ie*Sin[wJ)
-Cos[bigwJ*(Costheta]+e*Cos[w])*CosiJ),
mu/h*(Cos[thetal+e*Cos[wJ)*Sin[iJ
920]
(End Block*)
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TwoBody[yO-Aeltat-]:=
Block[IrOOvOOOOpejElMlMJEE.theti4dvf),
rOO=IyO[[1]1,yO[[21]j%[311);
vOO=fyO[[4]1,yO[[SllyO[[6]11;
a---l/(2tSqrt[rOO.M]-vOO.vOO/mu);
h=Cross[rOOvOO];
p=hldmu;
e=Sqrt[l-pta];
lf[rOO.vOO<OEl=N[2Pi,301-AreCos[(a-Sqrt[rOO.rOOI)ta/e],
El=AreCos[(a-Sqrt[rOO.rOO])ta/e]];
Ml=El-e*Sin[El];
M=Ml+Sqrt[muia A3]*deltat;
SdveKepler[JJOA -259,eM];
r--0(1-e*Cos[EE]);
theta=2ArcTan[Sqrt[(l+e)/(l-e)]*Tan[1/2*EE]]-
2ArcTan[Sqrt[(l+e)1(1-e)]*Tan[l/2*El]];
F=1-r/p*(1-Cos[theta]);
G=Sqrt[rOO.rOO]*r*Sin[thetal/Sqrt[mu*pl;
Ft=Sqrt[muy(Sqrt[rOO.rOO]*p)*(rOO.vWSqrt[mu]*
(1-Cos[thetal)-Sqrt[p]*Sin[theta]);
Gt--l-Sqrt[rOO.rOOyp*(l-Cos[theta]);
rf=N[F*rOO+G*vOO,15];
vf=N[Ft*rOO+Gt*vOO,15];
xf--join[rfvf I
End TwoBody Block
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(*Compute subsatellite latitude (geocentric) and longitude, given
position vector rOO at time jd in A(ephemeris days from
1/1/1950 0000 hrs Z to epoch)*)
subsat[r~rOLjd_]:=Block[(lat,on),
lat=N[180/Pi*ArcSin[r00[[3]]JSqrt[r00.r00]],10];
lon=ArcTan[rO[[2]]/rOO[[1]]];
If[r00[[1]]<0jon=P+lon];
If[lon<0Jon=2Pi+lon];
lon=N[180/Pi*lon-pm[jd],10];
{lat,lon)
(* Elevation angle to satellite, in O,
given satellite position vector r and site position vector b *)
fel[r_,b_]:=Block[{},
d=-r-b;
range=Sqrt[d.d];
If[b[[3]]==O,n=-b,
n=((ee^2-1)b[[1]]/b[[3]],(ee^2-1)b[[2]]/b[[3]],-1)
(*End If*)];
If[b[[3]]<0,n=-n];
lengthn=Sqrt[n.n];
el=N[-180/Pi*ArcSin[n.d/lengthn/range],20]
(* End Block *)]
------------------~111111111
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(* Geometrical partial derivatives of elevation angle to satellite,
given satellite position vector r and site position vector b *)
dfel[r_,b_]:=Block[{),
fel[rb];
N[Join[-180/Pilengthn/range/Cos[P/180*el]*n.
(IdentityMatrix[3]-1/range/range*Diad[d]),{0,0O,}]20]
(* End Block *)]
(*-- . ........................... ....... ... )......
(* - - -.... - - - - - --......... .. . .. .. ....*)
(* Azimuth angle to satellite, in o,
given satellite position vector r and site position vector b *)
faz[r.,b_]:=Block[(),
d=r-b;
If[b[[3]]==O,n=-b,
n=((ee^ 2-1)b[[1 ]] / b[[3] ] ,(ee^ 2- 1)b[[2] ] /b[[3 ]] ,-1 }
(*End If*)];
IfIb[[3]]<0,n=-n];
lengthn=Sqrt[n.n];
dperp=d-((d.n)/lengthn/lengthn)n;
iz={0,0,1);
rz=(iz-b);
north=(rz-((rz.n)/lengthn/lengthn)n);
north=north/Sqrt[north.north];
Idperp=Sqrt[dperp.dperp];
diadn=(n[[1]]nnA[[2]]n,n[[3]]n);
az=N[180/Pi*ArcCos[(dperp.north)/ldperp],20]
(*End Block*)]
(* .......----------.................... ---......... ... . . .*
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(* Geometrical partial derivatives of azimuth angle to satellite,
given satellite position vector r and site position vector b *)
dfaz[r_,b_]:=Block[ {ndperpznorth),
faz[r,b];
N[Join[
180/P/Sin[az*Pi/180]*
(dperp.northl(ldperpA3)*(d -(n dY) (lengthn ^ 2)*n)+
llldperp*(diadn.north/(lengthn 2)-north)
),{0,0,0}1,20]
(*End Block*)]
(*. ................................... *)
(* Range rate function, given satellite position vector r,
velocity vector v, and site position vector b *)
frr[r,v_,b_:=Block[{},
d=r-b;
vsite=N[Pi/180/3600*we*(-b[[2]],b[[1]],0),20];
rr=(d.(v-vsite))/Sqrt[d.d]
(* End Block*)]
(*............................................. *)
(* Geometrical partial derivatives of range rate,
given satellite position vector r,
velocity vector v, and site position vector b *)
dfrr[r..,v_,b_]:=Block[{d,range),
d=r-b;range=Sqrt[d.d];frr[r,v,b];
drr=Join[(v-vsite)/range-d*rr/(rangeA2),d / range]
(* End Block*)]
(*- -- I ---------I- ii  -ii--*iHiHIIIIi
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(*Signal transit time algorithm, bl is lat(geodetic),on,alt of
the station 1 for group/phase delay measurement.
tj is the time, in A(ephemeris days from 1/1/1950 0000 hrs Z),
at which the signal arrived at station 1. tO is the time, in
A(ephemeris days from 1/11950 0000 hrs Z), at which the satellite
state vector x0 is known. dt is the accuracy threshold for
quitting the iteration.
This algorithm computes the signal transit time (in seconds)
from the satellite to station 1.
The position vector of the satellite at the time of signal
emanation is returned in rsat*)
TransitTime[b1,tj..xO._,tO_,dt_]:=
Block[{blj,xid,,time2,time,first),
blj=b[b1,tj];
time=time2=0;frst=-True;
While[Abs[time2-time]>dtllfirst,
time=time2;
first=False;
deltat=24*3600*(tj-t0)-time;
(*Current estimate of time
of signal emanation, in seconds from tO*)
xi=Propagate[xO,deltat];
rsat=Drop[xi,-3];
time2=(1/c)Sqrt[(rsat-blj).(rsat-blj)]
(*End While*)];
transittime=time2
(*End Block*)]
(*Group delay algorithm. bl,b2 are lat(geodetic)jon,alt of
stations 1 and 2, respectively, for group/phase delay measurement.
tj is the time, in A(ephemerls days from 1/1/1950 0000 hrs Z),
at which the signal arrived at station 1. tO is the time, in
A(ephemeris days from 1/1/1950 0000 hrs Z), at which the satellite
state vector x0O is known. dt is the accuracy threshold for
quitting the iteration.
This algorithm computes the group delay (in seconds)
between stations 1 and 2.
Group delay is returned in global variable "groupdelay".
Station 2 position vector at time of signal arrival is returned
in global variable "b2j".
Time of signal arrival at station 2 is returned in global variable
"t2". *)
GroupDelay[bl_,b2,tjx0,t0..,dtj]:=
Block[{i,time,time2,first),
TransitTime[bl,tj,xO,t0,dt];
(*Compute transit time to station 1;
Also calculate position vector of satellite at
time of signal emanation, rsat*)
time--time2=;fl rstTrue;
While[Abs[time2-time]>dtllfirst,
time=time2;
first=False;
t2--tj+time/3600/24;(*Current estimate of time of signal arrival at
station 2: tj+time/3600/24 (AJD)*)
b2j=b[b2,t2];
time2=(l/c)Sqrt[(rsat-b2j).(rsat-b2j)]-transittime
(*End While*)];
groupdelay=time2
(*End Block*)](* ...... ........ ....... ................ ..... *
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(* Generate one normal random variate given mean, sd *)
normal[mean_,sd_]:=Block[{rlr2,r3,r4,r5,r6,r7,r,rO1,rllr12},
rl=Random[];r2=Random[];r3=Random[];r4=Random[];
r5=Random[];r6= Random[];r7=Random[];r8= Random[];
r9=Random[];rlO=Random[];rll=Random[];rl2=Random[];
xl=((rl+r2+r3+r4+rS+r6+r7+rS+r9+r10+rll+r2)-6)/4;
xl=((((0.029899776(x1A2)+O.008355968)(x12)+
0.076542912)(x1A2)+0.252408784Xx1 A2)+
3.949846138)xl;
xl=N[mean+sd*xl,20]
(* End Block *)](*-...................-..................*)
(*........................................*)
(* Calculate one Newton-Raphson iteration correction, dx(t0),
to the state vector at epoch,
given current guess xi(tO) and measurement vector ym *)
dx[xi_,ym_]:=Block[(sitel,site2,xj,tjj,x,y,z,vx,vy,vz,dy,bj,dj),
dy=();
jacobiani={};
For[j=lj<=pj++,
If[measurements[[j]][[2]]=1,
sitel=sites[[measurements[UL]][[3]]]];
tj=mmeasurements[[j]][[1]];
bj=b[sitel,tj];
xj=Propagate[xi,(tj-tO)*3600*24];
x=xj[[1]];y=Nj[[2]];z=xj[[3]];
dj=(x,y,z}-bj;
AppendTo[dy,ym[[j]]-Sqrt[dj.dj]];
AppendTo[jacobanijacobian[[j]].tm[j]]
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(* End IP)J;
Iflmeasurements[UJJ[[(2J=2,
site 1=sites[[measurements[UJII[3111];
tj=measurements[Ull[[1JJ;
bj=b[sitel,tj];
xj=Propagate[xi,(tjtO)*36OO*24J;
x=xj[[lJJ;y=xj[[2J;z=xj[[31J;
vx=xj([4J1;vy-xj[[5JJ;vz=xj[[6JJ;
AppendTo[dygymniUJ-frr[xgy~z},vx,vygvz},bjJJ;
AppendTo~jacobianijacobian[UJ.tinUJJ
(* End If*)];
Ii~measurements[UJJ[[2JJ==3,
sitel=sites[[measureents[UJ[[31111;
tj=measurements[UJJ([111;
bj=b[sitel,,tjJ;
xj=Propagate[i,(tjtO)*36O*24];
x=xj[[1JJ;y=xj[[2]J;z=xj[[3]J;
AppendTo~dy,ym[U]-fel{x,y,z},bjJJ;
AppendToUacobianijacobianlUJ.tinUJJ
(* End If*')];
Ifllmeasurements[UJljj2JJ=4,
site1=sites[measurementsUJ[[31]11;
tj=measuremjents[Ul[[1JJ;
bj=b[sitel,tjJ;
xj=Propagate[xi,(jtO)*36OO*24J;
x-xj[[JJ;y==4[[2J;z=xj[[311;
AppendTo[dygym[UJJ-faz[{xgygzlgbj]];
AppendToUacobianijacobian[UJ.tinUJJ
(* End If*')];
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isitel=sites[[nmreentsU1[[31J]J;
site2=sites[[measurements[U][[4]]J];
tj-meuremntU1l[[111;
GroupDelay[sitelte2tJgitOO.OOOOOOO01J;
AppendTo[dy,,ym[jJJ-c*groupdelayJ;
xj=tmfj].3;
x=xJ[[1Jj;y=xj[[2]J;z=xj[[3]1;
AppendTo~jacobianijacobian[ll.mU]]
(* End If*)];
(*End For j*)J
ft=-TransposeUacobianij;
ft=Drop[ft,m-6jjacobiani=Transpose[ftJ;
covariancematrix=Inverse[ftijacobiani];
dxO=covanaoncematrix.ftdy
(*End Block*)]
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If[mneasuremients[UJJ[[2JJ=5q
(Solve orbit determination problem by N-R iteration until
IrO-rlkraccuracy and IvOvlkvaccuracy*)
Solvex[xOO.,ymrAcurcy,vaccuracyl:=
Block[{first,xl,xO,rl,rO,vl,vO},
first=True;
xl--XOOxO-xOO;
r1=Drop[x1,-3J;v1=Drop[x1,3J;
rO=Drop[xO,,-3];vO=-Drop[xO,3J;
index=O;
While[(SqrtII(rl-rO).(rl-rO)]>raccuracylI
Sqrt[(vl-vO).(vl-vO)]>vaccuracyllflrst)&&
index<1O,
xO=xl;rO=Drop[xO,-3J;vO=Drop[xO,3j;
first=False;
-nde++;
If[m==6,
xl--xO+dx[xO,ymj;
rl=Drop[xl,-3];vl=Drop[xl,3J,
rl=rO+dxxO,ymJ;
xl=Join[rl,vOJ
(*End If*)]
(*End While*)];
xest=xl
(*End Block*)J
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(* Monte Carlo simulation *)
MonteCarlo[nit_,sigma_,bias_]:=Block[{ij,percentdone},
errors={);
percentdone=O;
For[i=l,<=nit,i++,
If[Floor[i/nit*10]>percentdone,
percentdone++;
Print[10percentdone," % complete"]
(*End If*)];
(*Generate p measurement errors*)
error={};
For[j=1j<=pj++,
AppendTo[errnornormal[bias[[j]],sigma[[j]]]]
(*End For j*)];
ym=ytrue+error;
xi=Solvex[xO,ym,0.0001,1000];
If [m==6,
AppendTo[errors,N[
{x0[[1]]-xi[[1]],
x0[[2]]-xi[[2]],
x0[[31]-xi[[3]],
x0[[4]]-xi[[4]],
xO[[5]1-xi[[5]],
x0[[6]]-xi[[6]]},
15]],
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AppendTo[errors,N[
xO[[2JJ-3i[[2J],
xO[[3J]-7i[[3Jr15J1
(*End If*)]
(*End For i*)]
(*End Block*)]
PDOP[sigmadrj:=Block[{},
Solvex[xO,ytrue,O.OOO1,1000];
dr=sigmadr{Sqrt[covari nmtrix[[1l[1JJ,
Sqrt[covaiancematrix[[2J[[2J]f,
Sqrt[covaiancematrix[[31[[31]J};
Print["Sigma x = "A4rflhJ];
Print["Sigma y = d[];
Print["Sigma z = ",d[3JJJ;
Print["Sigma pos = ",Sqrt[dr.drJJ
(*End Block*)]
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MMID[y_,dydx_,xs_,htot_,nstepl]:=
Block[{h,ym,yn,x,n,swap),
h=htot/nstep;
ym=y;
yn=y+h*dydx;
x=-xs+h;
For[n=2,n<=nstep,n++,
swap=ym+2h*DERIVS[x,yn];
ym=yn;
yn=swap;
x=x+h
(* End For n *)];
yout=0.5*(ym+yn+h*DERIVS[x,yn])
(* End Block *)]
(* End MMID function, which returns y(xs+htot) in yout *)
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RZEXTR[iest,._,xesCyesCnv__,nusgj:=
Block[ikj mlvcblbddddyyy),
x[iest]--xest;
d[iestl=(0,0,0,0,0,0);
lf[iest==l,
yz=yest;
d[ll=yest;
dy=yest
(* Else *),
ml=Nfin[iestnuse];
For[k=ljk<=ml-lk++,fx[k+l]=x[iest-kyxest];
ForU=lj<=nvj++g
Yy=yestlull;
v=d[l][Ull;
C--Yy;
dd=d[ll;dd[Ull=yy;d[ll=dd;
For[k=2,k<=mlk++,,
bl--fx[k]*v;
b=bl-c;
lf[b==O,,
ddy=v
(* Use
b--(c-v)/b;
ddy=c*b;
c-bl*b
(* End If
Iffk==mlqv=vqv=d[kj[U]]];
dd=d[k];dd[[j]]=ddy;d[k]=dd;
yy=yy+ddy
(* End For k
dy[Ull=ddy;
Yzlull=yy
End For j
End If *)];
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(* End Block *)]
(* End RZEXTR function, which returns extrapolated function
values in yz and estimated error in dy *)
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BSSTEP[y0_,dydx0_,x0_,h_,dymax_]:=
(* Integrate DEs given by DERIVS from initial conditions
y=yO, y'=dydx0 at x=xO to x=x0+h *)
Block[({y2,yl,dy,nseq},
nseq={ 2,4,6,8,12,16,24,32,48,64,96};
MMID[y0,DERIVS[0,yO],0,h,2];
RZEXTR[1,(dt/2)A2,yout,6,7];
yl=yz;
MMID[y0,DERIVS[,y],O,h,4];
RZEXTR[2,(dt/4)A2,yout,6,7 ] ;
y2=yz;
n=2;
dy=Abs[y2-yl];
While[dy[[1]]>dymax[[1]]lldy[[2]]>dymax[[2]]II
dy[[31]]>dymax[[3]]IIdy[[4]]>dymax[[4]]II
dy[[5]]>dymax[[5111dy[[6]]>dymax[[6]],
If[n>11,Print["BS Failed with given step size"],
n=n+1];
yl=y2;
MMID[yO,DERIVS[O,yO],,h,nseq[[n]]];
RZEXTR[n,(h/nseq[[n]])A2,yout,6,7 ] ;
y2=yz;
dy=Abs[y2-yl]
(* End While *)];
y=y 2
(* End BSSTEP Block *)]
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INTEGRATE[y0_,dydxO0_,xO0_,h_]:=
(* Integrate DEs given by DERIVS from initial conditions
y=y0, y'=dydx0 at x=xO to x=h hours (i.e., x=x0+3600h) *)
Block[{ij,y2,yl,nseq,dt,ytrue,yBS,dr,dv},
nseq={2,4,6,8,12,16,24,32,48,64,96};
dt=3600;
y=y0;
For[i=lj<=hi++,
For[j=1j<=6j++,
MMID[y,DERIVS[(i-1)*dt,y],,dt,nseq[[j]]];
RZEXTRU,(dt/nseq[[j]]) ^ 2,yout,6,7]
(* End For j *)];
ytrue=TwoBody[y0,dt*i];
yBS=yz;
dr=Sqrt[(ytrue[[1]]-yBS[[1]]) 2
+(ytrue[[2]]-yBS[[2]])^2
+(ytrue[[3]]-yBS[[3]])A2];
dv=Sqrt[(ytrue[[4]]-yBS[[4]]) ^2
+(ytrue[[s5]-yBS[[5]]) 2
+(ytrue[[6]]-yBS[[6]])^ 2];
Print[N[yBS,15]];
Print[i*dt,": dr = ",N[dr,15]," dv =",
N[dv,15]]
(* End For i *)]
(* End INTEGRATE Block *)]
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In this file, the user specifies an orbit determination scenario.
He must specify satellite's B1950 ECI state vector, x0, in km,
kmsec, at time tO, in A(ephemeris days from 1/1/1950, 0000 hrs Z).
Note: To run ISODAE, you must open the following files:
"ISODAE Set up",
"ISODAE"
You must evaluate all cells in "ISODAE Set up" before doing
any work here!
*)
(*..............................*)
(* Specify the number of parameters to be estimated in the
satellite state vector for orbit determination.
If you specify 3, the state vector will be the ECI position
vector. If you specify 6, the state vector will be the
position vector followed by the velocity vector.*)
m=3
(* ...... i..............................................
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(*Set up orbit determination scenario here. First, specify
satellite's B1950 ECI state vector (km, km/sec) at time
tO, A(ephemeris days from 1/1/1950, 0000 hrs Z)*)
(* NATO 3C @ 180W, epoch 2/9/90 0000 hrs Z, r in km, v in m/sec *)
rtrue={-21542.9820600000000000,36160.27550000000000000,
2697.2821000000000000);
vtrue={-2632.08997000000000000000,-1579.92061000000000000000,
154.78188000000000000000}/1000;
x0--Join[rtrue,vtrue];
tO=14649 (*AJD(219/90 0000 hrs Z)*);
(* ALTERNATE satellites
(* DSCS III, epoch 7/28/90 0000 hrs Z, r in km *)
rtrue={-12413.4481500000000000,-40299.104120000000000000,
-26.04883974000000000000);
vtrue={2.937997314000000000000000,-0.905654417000000000000000,
0.00243091000000000000000};
xO--Join[rtrue,vtrue];
t0=14818 (*AJD(7/28/90 0000 hrs Z)*);
*)
(*. .. .......................... ....................... *)
subsat[rtrue,tO]
(3.666609893, -17.31921877}
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(*
Continue setting up orbit determination scenario.
Now specify (lat(geodetic)Jonalt} (,kjm)
of measuring sites.
sites=((-8.,-14.,.},(*Ascension Island*)
(4s.,.,o.},(*France*)
{20.r1O.,10,0.)(*Northern Africa*))
(* Bordeaux *)
(*sites={{((45.0,0.0,0.1),{45.0,-0.245,0.1),
{45.17997.0,0.1),{45.17997,-0.2545,O.1));*)
(* ALTERNATE sites *)
(* England *)
(*sites=((54.0,2.0,0.5),{54.0,1.6937,0.5),
{54.18004,2.0,0.5),{54.18004,1.6937,0.5)1;*)
(* - --... . .. ...... .. ... .. ... . ...... ..*)
(*-- - - - --.......- - .... . . ... . ..... ..*)
(* Compute elevation angle from each site to the satellite
at the time tO for the user to check that the
satellite is visible.
*)
For[i=1,k= Length[sites],++,Print[
fel[rtrue,b[sites[[i]],tO]]]](* .......-........................................... *)
75.74645460671323802
39.26721058211249497
69.10060344415283848
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(*mll~mmmm~~~sHIpwaul~~~umm~WumI m m m - -- -~mm
Continue setting up orbit determination scenario.
Each measurement is a vector with time of measurement,
type of measurement, and station number(s) making the
measurement.
The first element of each measurement vector is the
time (in AJD) at which the measurement is to be
made.
The second element of each measurement vector is the
measurement type, as follows:
1 Range
2 Range rate
3 Elevation angle
4 Azimuth angle
5 Differential range (group delay or phase delay)
The third element of each measurement vector is the
station (in "sites" variable index number, Le.,
station j = sites[U]]) at which the measurement is
to be made.
E.g., (14818.5,1,2) means that range to the satellite is
measured from site number 2 at 1200 hours UTC on 28 July 1990.
For differential range measurements, the measurement vector
will contain a fourth element that is the second "site"
number between which differential range is being measured.
Also, the time tag is the time of signal arrival at the first
listed station number. E.g., (t1,5,1,2) means that
differential range is measured between stations 1 and 2,
and tl is the time of signal arrival at station 1.
*)
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measurements={{ItO,1,11,
(t0,1,2),
{tO,193},
{tO+1124,3,1},
ItO+1/24,4,1))
(tO+30/3600/24,1,319
{tO+3013600/24,1,4}
(*,{tO+O.5,1921,
{tO+.5,1,3),
{tO+.5,1,41*)
p=Length~measurementsJ;
(*. .... ................ .... ....
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This procedure must be executed by the user. No inputs are
necessary.
The procedure computes the true measurement vector, ytrue,
and the geometrical partial derivative matrix, jacobian.
Block[{j},
ytrue={};
jacobian={};
Clear[tm];
For[j=1j<=pj++,
tl=measurements[U]][[1]];
sitel=sites[[measurements[j]][[3]]]];
tm[j]=TransitionMatrix[x0,tl-tO];
r=-(x,y,z);
If[measurements[U]][[2]]==1,
xj=Propagate[xO,(t1-t)*3600*24];
d=Drop[xj,-3]-b[sitel,tl];
AppendTo[ytrue,Sqrt[d.d]];
d={x,y,z}-b[sitel,tl];
AppendTo[jacobian,Join[d/Sqrt[d.d],{0,0,0}]]
(* End If*)];
If[measurements[U]][[2]]==2,
xj=Propagate[xO,(t1-t0)*3600*24];
site=b[sitel,tl];
AppendTo[ytrue,frr[Drop[xj,-3],Drop[xj,3],site]];
AppendTo[jacobian,dfrr[{x,y,z},{vx,vy,vz},site]]
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(* End If*)];
lf[measurenjents[Ull[[211==3,
xj=Propagate[xO,(tl-tO)*3600*241;
site=b[siteltl];
AppendTo[ytrue.fel[Drop[xj,-3]Atell;
AppendTo[jacobianAfel[fx,,y,,z),dte]]
(* End IP)];
lf[measurements[Uj][[2fl==4,
xj=Propagate[xO,(tl-tO)*3600*24];
site=b[siteltl];
AppendTo[ytrue.fagDrop[xj,-3],Ate]];
AppendToUacobian4fagfx ygzlAte]]
(* End IP)];
lf[measurements[Uj][[2]1==5q
site2=sites[[nieasurements[U]][[4]]]];
GroupDelay[sitelsite2,,tlxOtO,0.0000000001];
bl=b[siteltl];
b2--b2j;
dl=fxyz)-bl;
d2--(xyA)-b2;
AppendTo[ytruec*groupdelay];
AppendToUacobiang
1-dl[[l]ySqrt[dl.dl]+d2[[l]ySqrt[d2.d2],
-dl[[2]]/Sqrt[dl.dl]+d2[[2]ySqrt[d2.d2]9
-dl[[3]]/Sqrtfdl.dl]+d2[[3]ySqrt[d2.ct2],0,0,0)]
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(* End If*)]
(*End For j*)]
(*End Block*)]
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(* If you want to verify that your orbit determination scenario
is solvable, you may do so here. Specify initial estimates
close to the true satellite state vector at epoch tO.
Degenerate orbit determination scenarios usually result in
a message about ill-conditioned matrices.
*)
rl={-20000,35000,2500);
vl--vtrue;
xl=Join[rl,vl];
Solvex[xl,ytrue,0.01,100];Print[N[xest,20]]
(* --------------------------------------------------- ------- *)
{-21542.98204116836312, 36160.27551056323496, 2697.282103654370338,
-2.63208997, -1.57992061, 0.15478188)
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(*Specify measurement errors and measurement biases.
The length of each of these vectors must equal the number
of measurements that you specified above, and the ordering
of the errors and biases must correspond with the ordering
that you specified in the vector "measurements".
Also specify the number of iterations for the Monte Carlo
simulation.
*)
MeasurementErrors={0.005,0.006,0.007,0.015,0.020};
MeasurementBiases={0.,0.,0.,0.,0.};
Iterations=20;
(*......................... . . .... . . . ..... .*)
(*.......-..-...............................................*)
(*Execute Monte Carlo simulation*)
MonteCarlo[Iterations,MeasurementErrors,MeasurementBiases]
(*1 ...........................................................*)
10% complete
20% complete
30% complete
40% complete
50% complete
60% complete
70% complete
80% complete
90% complete
100% complete
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m
(*Create summary statistics*)
xdev=ydev=zdev=0;vxdev=vydev=vzdev=O;
For[i=l J<=Length[errors]i++,
xdev=--xdev+errors[[i]][[11]^2;
ydev=ydev+errors[[i]][[2]]A2;
zdev=zdev+errors[[i]][[3]] 2;
If m==-6,
vxdev=vxdev+errors[[i]][[4]]A2;
vydev=vydev+errors[[i]][[5]]A 2 ;
vzdev=vzdev+errors[[i]][[6]]A2]];
xdev-=Sqrt[xdev/Length[errors]];
ydev=Sqrt[ydev/Length[errors]];
zdev=Sqrt[zdev/Length[errors]];
vxdev=Sqrt[vxdev/Length[errors]];
vydev=Sqrt[vydev/Length[errors]];
vzdev=Sqrt[vzdev/Length[errors]];
Print["Sigma x = ",xdev," km"];
Print["Sigma y = ",ydev," km"];
Print["Sigma z = ",zdev," km"];
Print["Sigma position = ",Sqrt[xdevA2+ydev^2+zdevA2]," km"];
If[m==6,
Print["Sigma vx = ",vxdev," km/sec"];
Print["Sigma vy = ",vydev," km/sec"];
Print["Sigma vz = ",vzdev," km/sec"];
Print["Sigma velocity = ",Sqrt[vxdevA2+vydevA2+vzdev^2],
" km/sec"]]
Sigma x = 0.294188 km
Sigma y = 0.161315 km
Sigma z = 0.0819741 km
Sigma position = 0.345382 km
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